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Whatnow? . 
The future of the 
Coalition for Choice 
by Keightic Sherrod 
Following the ddeat of their 
proposed amendment to the 
budget of the Student C~~voca-. 
tion Fund (which would have 
doublL>d thciraJlotmcnt as well as 
altering those of several other 
clubs), the ratification of the origi-
nal budget, and the abandonment 
of an attempt to bring the budget 
to a second vote, Bard's Cqaliton 
for Choice has been left with $1300 
for the semester with which to 
fund their activities. Despite this 
apparent setback, the Coalition's 
leaders plan to p.rocecd with the 
plans they had made before the 
Convocat_ion_ Fund's. budget was 
made public, and to find other 
sources of fundi~g. ·. . 
The grou"p's future plans in-
clude maintainir:tg the pressure 
they have been placing on county 
legislator john Kcnned y, a known· 
supporter of such _organi:t.ations 
as SJOPP_(~<?P Planned Parent-
he~) and Operation Rescue; 
planning and holding a student 
demonstration with Vassar· 
College's newly-formed Coalition 
for Choice; lobbying the state gov-
ernment in Albany; and expand-
ing its focus to include AID~ ad-
vocacy and related issues. I 
When asked about the aban-
donment of their referendum on 
the budget, Coa.li~ion co-leader 
David Mi11et stated that he be-
lieved that it- would have taken at 
least two more Forum mt-'Ctings 
like last week's to achieve the 
changes that the Coalition sought. 
"If it got back to committee it 
vvould probably come back un-
changed. Then they'd have to ekx:t 
the new Planning Committee. 
Then they'd have to work on the 
budge"t.Soit would probably take 
three meetings - and that time 
could be more. prod uctive1y spent 
fighting a nt!-choice people instead 
of pther Bard students," he said. 
In order to make up for the 
reduction of the Coalition's allot-
ment from theConvocation Fund, 
members plan to sell t-shirts again 
this ~emcstcr, to apply to NOW 
and NARAL for possible fund-
ing, and to hold a benefit concert 
featuring New York City Rock-
abitly an,d Ska bands and the local 
band Shooky Bones. In addition, 
the group is also going ahead with 
its plans to bring the performing 
group Women of the Calabash to 
Bard as both a cultural event and 
a fundraiser, hopeful.ly with the 
co-sponsorship of the Women's 
Center and BBSO. 
The· Coalition has a number of. 
plans concerning what they will 
do with any money they are able 
to raise. Chief among these is a 
continuat~on ·of their · campaign 
against District32 (Rhinebeckand 
the Barrytown and Annandale 
sections of Red Hook) county 
legislator and prowlifc advocate 
John Kennedy. . 
The group began this campaign 
last semester, when it learned that · 
Kennedy was running for rc-elec-
continued on page 9 
Parki..,_g 
space: 
If it's not full of pot:. 
holes, then it's probably 
n·ot legal 
by Jason Van Driesche 
· Keeping the size and co_nd ition 
of parking facilities at Bard at an 
adequate 1CVl'1 has always bt-'Cn 
difficult, and the sharp increase in 
the size of the student body. in 
recent years has only aggravatl'd 
the problem. "Not only arc most 
of the lots full of potholes, but 
there's a shortage of parking 
spaces in some parts of the cam-
pus, too/' said sophomore Lisa 
Folb. 
Thomas Chase, Trea;;urer of the 
Student Forum 
Coalition for 
Choice 
considers 
impeachment 
by Kcightie Sherroq and jason 
Van Driesc-he 
In an interview 1Nith the Bard 
Observer last Friday, Coalition for 
Choice leaders David Miller and 
Nina DiNatale stated that, at their 
next m~cti_ng, ~hey wou_lc;l begin 
debateover whether or not to seek 
a means of impeaching Student 
Forum treasure~ and Budget Plan-
Th~ first part of this problL'm is 
more easily addressed than the 
second. B&C has filled many of 
the wor~t potholes on cam pus over 
the last two \-\'ecks, Th~ Kline 
parking lot was one of the worst. 
. I ningCornmittecmcmbcrThomas 
I 
Chase on the grounds that his 
actions in determining the 
Coalition's allotment of Convoca-
tion Fund monies \\'ere affected 
by a personal and political bias. 
The announcement marks the 
latest dcvdupment in the contro-
versy betwt.'l'n Chase ilnd the 
Coalitfon for Choice that began 
last week whl'n the Convocation 
Fund' s budget was made public. 
David Miller told thcObsert~r, that 
at that time, he ovE'rheard Chase 
discussing the Coalition 's aliot-
rn('nt with Forum Secretary Emily 
Horowit/. and members of the 
Soviet Stud il~s Club. The 
Coalition's leaders dcclint.'li to 
provide the actual text of what 
Miller overheard, stating that it 
would implicate in the contro-
vcrsyother groups and individu-
als with whom tht.'Y seck no quar-
rel. 
Chase maintains that "I have no 
clue when or whem they over-
heard me, or what it was I said 
that made them so angry." 
The OV(?rheard conversation 
prompted the Coalition to post a 
letter calling for an investigation 
into the matter~ citing the above-
. mentioned incident and infOrm-
ing the members of the Bard 
continued on page 9 
on campus, but it is nmv fairly 
Students 
suspended for 
harassment at 
Simon's Rock 
by jason Van Dri~schl' 
Sixt~en stud('nts were sus-
pended at Simon's Rock of Bard 
Colll'gc in Grt.'at Barrington on 
Friday, Feb. 16, on, charges of 
harosr:.ment. At press time, the 
students \\·ere in the process of 
<1ppeafing thdr suspensions. 
According to Judith Win, acting 
DeanofStudentsat Simon's Rock, 
the vigilante -group of students 
approached four faculty mem bcrs 
individually on Feb. 14 and _15 
and charged each with sexual 
harassment. The students "cor..-
nercd the faculty members and 
attempted to intimidate them/' 
~aid Win. They did not specify the 
form of the sexual harassment or 
.the names of the victims. 
The entire faculty met on Thurs-
day, February 15 to discuss the 
incidents and make a recommen-
dation for action to the Dean of 
Students. They ~~t~d una~i­
mously to call for the immediate 
suspension of the students in-
volved in the incidents, describ-
ing their behavior as ''inappropri-
ate to the circumstances." 
After the recommendation of 
the faculty was made public, a 
student joined the ranks of the 
faculty in claiming that on Febru-
ary 9, he or she too was the victim 
of harassment. 
Citing both the recommL•nda-
tion of the faculty and interviews 
with the individuals im•olved, 
\V;n decided on Ft.•bmary 16 to 
~u5pt'nd the students. Thl'collcge 
issued a statement defending the 
action, whkh read as follows: 
"The policies and procedures of 
thL' co11cgc explicitly prohibit 
St.'xual hurassment and provide a 
means for students to fife formal 
smooth ilnd le\'l'l. 
The Cruger VillJge lot, while or informat grievances against 
still bumpy, is bcttcrthan it was a faculty mt.•mbcrs, administrators, 
c.-w ... •nk"" Th o- 1 or fellow studt.•nts. The students n .. : nC" ~ago . C 0 enera COn- , . 
S"n"us 1· c , y·11ag th h . mvolvcd m th(• events of the past " '"' . n rugcr 1 1 c, ou~ ,- . . -
continunl <m p1lge 6 I con.tmued on page 9 
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Parliamentarian Lesbians,· Gays, an~ .. 
position 
proposed 
Bisexuals Unite 
by Jennifer Reeves is so enthusiastic about the free-
by jason Van Driesche 
Seven ·Bard students and 
l3BLAGA members attended the 
7th annual North East Lesbian and 
Gay Student Union (NELGSU) 
conference, February 16~19, at 
Boston University. Students· from 
68 colleges attended the confer-
cnce. 
As ~ result of the confusion at 
the last Forum meeting stemming 
from inconsistencies and gaps in 
the constitution of the Bard stu-
dent body, Planning Committee · 
Chair Matt Krcgor has proposed Thepurposeor"mission" of this 
the establishment of a Parliamen- conference was stated by Amy Lee 
tarian position as a memberofthc the General ManagcrofNELGSU, 
Central Committee. The proposi- "To learn, read, get pissed off and 
tion will be put to a votcatthc next complain, to learn from each other, 
Forum meeting on March 15, and ~eth Frumkin, Assistant Dean for Alcohol and Drug Covdinalion todiscussourvision(thcdaywhcn 
the position will be filled at the - ·F ·· k• h b . cVL'ry gay and lesbian and biscx-
following Forum. fUID ln OpeS to rtng neW ual person can cc!ebrate our ac-
The pr1ncipal duty of the Par- } h 1 - t ·B d ceptance and participation in a 
limentarian would be to rewrite a co 0 awareness 0 ar plura1istic society), and also de-
the old constitution with the ad- by Eli:7.abeth Champ mentation. That's normal. But stu- velop our practical skills about 
vice and support of the Central dents don't realize that they are peer counseling, dealing with 
Committee and ofthe Forum as a In a joint interview with Dean crcatingthepatternsforthcrestof harassment, and lobbying for 
whole. The revised constitution of Students Shelley Morgan, As- their lives right· now." Shelly change." 
would be proposed to the Forum sistant Dean of Students in charge added that " We're hoping that On Friday the conference com-
for ratification in pieces. When of Alcohol and Drug Awarepess this wiU put Bard at the front 9f menced with the keynote address 
the constitution was fh1ishoo and Beth Frumkinspokeofthechanges this ... health issue.'' given by Svend Robinson, the only 
ratified as a whole, the Parliamcn- she hopes to affect at Bar~ in her · Event r~stration is another of ~pe~Iy gay mc~ber of Canada's 
tarian would sit on the Central new position. the duties which has been trans- I arhament. Robmson actually had 
Committee as a permanent un- Working under the auspices of ferred.toFrumkin. Thefonnshave l to C'ntcr our country illegally for 
paid member whose task will be -the grant that funds her position, not changed greatly. The -only the conference, be;."Cause there is a 
tointerprettheconstitution. D Frumkin is supposed to take a differenceisthat"insteadofrcfer- UnitedStateslawthatforbidsany 
survey to determine the level of ring to thestudimt handbook~ all open homosexual to enter this 
alcohol and drug awareness on of the requirements arc listed on country, immigrant and tourist 
the Bard campus. After working front. You've always had to have alike.Robinsondidnothesitateto 
to raise the level of awareness for food, and a non-alcoholic bevcr-. note that it is very ironic that Bush 
doms gained in Eastern Europe, 
when homosexuals arc not free to 
enter his own country. 
On Saturday and Sunday there 
were seven workshop sessions, 
with a choice of at least ten differ" 
ent workshops each session. The 
workshops covered a great vari" 
ety of topics that dealt with gay, 
lesbian and bisexual issues. A few 
examples of workshops BBLACA 
members attended and l'njoyed 
are: Networking between Lesbitm and 
Bisexual Won-~en, Lesbian and Gay 
Portrayal on T.V., ~Legal l~ights of 
Lesbian/Gay Students, and !'FLAG: 
The Family's /{eaction to Coming 
Out. · 
In addition to the ii'tformativc 
and- empowering workshops, 
speeches, and entertainment, 
benefits were gained from the 
atmosphere that fi1led the street, 
building, and local restaurants. 
There was an overali feeling of 
strength, pride, and unity. There. 
was also a sense of safety. At a 
dane~ sponsored by The Boston 
Alliance of Gay and Lesbian 
Youth, gays/lesbians/his could 
dance however and with whom~ 
ever they pleased With(mt the 
worry of harassment or violence. 
Joan Mielke of Bard says, "I 
continrizd on page 8 
Vassar students 
take over 
build-ing- two . years, she'll give the same age; and to clean up afterwards," survcyagaininordcrtosccwhich says Frumkin. "Now you need 
of her activities were m9st effec- · two signatures ·of people .. over 
tive. twenty-one.Butwe'reflexible. We 
Security Stats 
This article has been reprinted 
from the Hyde Park Townsman, . 
Taconic Newspapers, Inc. For mDT~ 
· · ~ infonntltion~clreckoutyesterday'sedi­
t#on (T_hu~ay, February 22} of the 
Gazette Adv~rtiscr. 
by Joe Schmidt . 
,.·, 
Outri!ged by an apparent racist 
-comment made· by U~S. Senator 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, 11\Qi'C 
than 100 Vassar College students 
took over the college's main 
administration building on 
Valentine's Day. 
Yet along with the other deans, do, however, want people to stick 
Frumkin also sees her job as an to the three day deadline." Avid 
opportunity to develop 11pro- party -goers need not fear, tho~gh 
grams around issues of wellncss both Morgan and Frumkin agree 
and personal development and that a party would have to be ci-
human development, such as therunregistcrcd or out of control 
gender and sexuality issues ... to to be shut down. 
passibly get a wider range of ac- Frumkin does not believe the 
tivitics going on campus~- The new alcohol law, which makes ita 
grant i5 part of what I do; but a l(>t criminal rather thana civil offense 
of my job is picking up probla· foraminortoposscssalc:oholwith 
matic stuff that S~llcy and and thcintcntto_consume,. wiU have a 
Steve can't get to, due to thQ way major impact on the behavior of 
their jobs have boon stretchoo out." Bard students or on the role oft he 
''Bard is a lot Iikcothcrcollcges," administration. ~~our j<>b is to 
Actual Crimes 
1986 1987 1988 
Murder 0 
Forced Sex 0 
Robbery 0 
Burglary 3 
. Burglaey Auto 0 
Theft <$300 6 
Theft >$300 0 
Kidnapping 0 
Arson 0 
Battery . 0 
Bicycle Theft 
<$300 
. >$300 
4 
3 
0 
·.0 
0 
-·9 
1 
6 
1-· 
0 
. 0 -
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
iO 
s•. 
2 
1 
0 
2" 
0 
1 
2 
said Frumkin. 11Alcohol is the drug educate and inform~ not to en- ,. Burg1ary auto is a sub division 
At_tempted Crimes 
1986 . . 1987 1988 
0 0 0 
0 3 0 , 
0 0 0 
.. . 
2 1 .1 
0 0 0 
.. 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
·o . ·o. 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
.{) 0 0 
, .. 
Students ara demanding that 
Moynihan be removed from the 
Eleanor Roosevelt Chair1 because 
. of a racist remark students said he 
made on january 29. The chair 
was given to h'im by the college 
administration. 
of choice. Our goal is .. to increase force," said Frumkin. "We simply of burglary overall. 
E~~i~S~~~~~~ ~l~i~~:::::::::: ~f4~l~~~i:~£Q~. BBJI 
~~~map.~mepoop~~w ~d~~~rw~~rtym~~~ IL----~------~~~~~~~~~~~~1 Tom Furtwanger, one of nine 
members of a student negotiating 
team, said Moynihan was ap-
pointed to the chair without. any 
input from students. "If we knew 
he was going to be appointed, we 
would have protested then/' he 
said. Furtwanger said Moynihan 
insulted Dutchess Coun~y Youth 
continued on page 8 
enjoy events, and some people go cancelled or restricted because of 
to pound beers. We want to let thenewalcohollaw1 Frumkinsaid 
students know what they do to that ~'both Shelley Morgan and I 
their bodies when they pound feel that traditions [such as the 
those beers:"~ ." · tent party 1 should be continued." 
When asked about the level of Beth Frumkin1soffice is located 
awareness Bard students have in the. student center, and she 
already, she again stated that Bard welcomes visits from students at 
is about average. 11Co1lege is, has. all times. 0 
always been, a time for experi-
Security has recently been busy trying to make sense out of records 
from the last few years. The statistical chart included with this article 
is a result of that work. Records for the months of August and October 
were missing from the 1986 files and September and November from 
the 1987 files. 
If the New · Campus Security Law (discussed in the February 9 
Observer) is passed, Security will begin a policy of compiling statistics 
monthly instead of annually. Otcy is happy with the yearly compila-
tion of statistics, and thought the new law would just mandate more 
paperwork. However, if the law is passed, the Obseroer would be a 
logical place to publish the monthly statistics. 0 
RES . :~ .. ·~ ~ 
Students pursue the missing link inTetrahyrizena pyriformis: 
by Ian McGrady 
Ten students over the past eight 
years have worked with 
Tetrahymena· pyriformis (a proto-
zoan). for their senior projects 
under the advisement of Profcs- 1 
sor john Ferguson. 
· When Professor Ferguson ar-
rived at Bard in 1977, he was fact'<i 
with providing research opportu-
nities for undcrgrc:~duatcs. on the 
subject of his choke. His criteria_. 
for a research system were both 
pragmatic and romantic. After 
having don~ research on mam-
malsduringhiscollegc,graduate, 
and post-doctoral years, upon his 
arrival at Bard he was " ... he~itant 
tocmbark<lnacareerthatinvolved 
ther.Cgularsacrificcofanimols for 
research." Ferguson ·added, "J 
thought, ifl had a choice, I would 
avoid it." 
He favored eu~ryotk organ-
.isms for their interesting organ-
elles and structures and protozoas 
in particular for nostalgic reasons. 
In his ninth grade biology class, 
he was "fascinated by protozoa 
swimm_ing about ... an amoebJ 
oozing around. · From then on/' 
· he reflected, " I knew I was going 
to bccom~ a biologist." . 
Among the protozoa, he re-
quired a microorganism that 
would grow; axenically (one that 
would growiffcd only a nourish-
ing broth) so that the biochemis-
try of the organism could not be 
confused with the biochemistry 
- of its food. 
Tetrahymena pyriformis fit the 
bill perfectly. 
11We have here just a few 
people and they of course 
have limited expertise. 
When you want to do 
something new and 
interesting at Bard beyond 
our immediate capabilities, 
you have to work up the 
system by yourself." 
While researching literature on 
the mkro_organism, Ferguson 
came across sea ttercd reports' of a 
mis~ing enzyme, alpha-kctoglu-
. taratcdehydrogenasc(a dehydro-
genase removes hydrogens), in its 
Krebs cycle (a pathway that pro-
vides energy to the cell, located in 
the mitochondrion of eukaryotic 
cells). -
Jim Grogan ('82),confirmcd the 
report in· the lao for his Senior 
Project. He also confirmed re-
ports of an enzyme, isocitratc 
dehydrogenase, that used NADP· 
instead of N AD • as a co-enzyme, 
which was also unusual. Profes~ 
.. • ... ~. _. .. ·· 
::~:>.,;:], 
Acetyl CoA l2Cl ) 
Co A 
NMJ\}oaootate {4Cj 
NA7 
Malate [4CI 
Fumarate~· CJ='-
FAVJP ~ \ 
. uccinate [4CJ 
FAD 
Th{'rl..~ i" ~tr~mg ,_,\idt'lh'~' th.Jt th1~ 
<'nzvme =~ prt'"''llf Wtthtn ihe 
mrtodl<H1driLl nt tht.' Tt'frahyrrwna, 
llK\1nin~; the pr•),"(";o.; h.J~ rdun:cd to 
sor Ferguson -elaborated on· the ! dmino acid sequences . through 
questions that Cr~gan's rest)<3rch I th.cir membranes. If beads could 
proposed: /)Was. the NADP •. be coated with these amino acid 
dependent isocitratc dehydroge- . sequences, then washed with 
nascinthcmitochondrion,ordse- 1 ground-up Tetrahymena, thC'n the 
where? If the enzyme (isocitrate ~ mitochondria of the Tetrahymena 
dehydrogenase) wasn't located in / would get impaled on the amino 
the mitochondrion, but else- acid sequences, and the rest of the 
where, then Tetrahymena would cell would wash by._ · 
have an unusual mechanism for BruceLowenstcin('86)threwh1s 
shipping metabolites in~oh;ed in hat in the ~ing, a~d agr~.-'Cd to 
the Krebs cycle out of the rnito- 1 chemically synthesize the a.mino 1 
chondrion, to be processed out- acid sequence for the beads. Pro-
side of the mitochondrion, only fcssor Ferguson commented, "He 
tohavctheproductsbroughtback made substantial progress, but 
into the mitochondrion to finish never got to the point of showing· 
the protcss." that he ever really had in the im-
VinccntStoll picked uptheproj- port s~qucncc built." 
cct in 1985~. and tried to isolate the Robert Uba1do ('87) cond uctl'd 
mitochondrh1 from thcrestofthe the project that Prof. Weiss sug-
cdl u·s;ng a centrifuge. Mito- gestcd with Lowcnstt'in's am-
chondria wcrc~eparated, but con- biguous product. "Robl'rt made 
taminatcd with other organelles little progress, possibly because 
called peroxisomcs. Because the Bruce didn1t synthcs]zc a genuine 
two organelles could- never be import sequence," said Prof. 
fully seperated and Stoll deter- Ferguson. . . 
mine whether the isocitratc de- Currently, Andrew Ross ('90) is 
hydrogenase was locatcq in tJ"te repeating the solid phase ·peptide 
mitochondria or peroxisomcs~·. synthesis of an imput sequence, 
How could the mitochondri~ the product of which will be used 
be successfully isolated from to purify mitochondria. 
other organelles? The organic The goal oft he Tetrahymena pyri-
chemist at Bard~ Professor Hi1ton formis research is not to find the 
Weiss, knew that mitochondria final answer to its Krebs cycle 
absorbed proteins with certain riddle. Though that's the goal that 
•••. ~~·-.-~ .... -t- ... ~~.... ·~· __ ... ~.·· -.~ .... · .- • ........ ••• 
they oursuc, the real achievement 
lies i~ students learning how to 
do original research. "Lefa 
Acksne, for e·xamplc, did South-
ern block analysis. Bruce Lowen-
stein physically built something, 
and did solid phase peptide syn~ 
thesis." Professor Ferguson said 
that both of these students taught 
themselves by "learning new 
techniques from books, from the 
literature, ~nd from talking with 
people· at other institutions," a 
necessity ml)st students find here, 
due to Bard's small faculty. Said 
Professor Ferguson, "We have 
here just a few petlple and tht:!y of 
cour~c ·have limitt'd expt.'rtisc. 
When you \Vant to do something 
new and interesting at Bard be-
yond our immediate capabilities, 
you have to \<~/ork .... up the system 
by yourself. 
''I nd mire students who can pick 
. up these techniques,. .. and design 
a problem from scratch. This is 
invaluable experience for gradu-
ate school, because when these 
students go to graduate school, 
thcy'renottotallydcpcndentupon 
theapprenticcshipapproach. And 
they have m()rc !?~If-confidence 
and courage. It makes for a tougher 
graduatcstudent.H 0 
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A brief History of 
Bard's Tetrahynzena 
pyrifo'r~nis projects 
*These experiments directly relate 
to the Krebs cycle of thr...' Tetrahymena. 
1982*- Jim Grogan is the first stu-
dent to work \vi.thTetrahymena. He 
and Prof. Ferguson confirmed the lit-
erature which sh OW('d that 
Tetrahymena lacks the t'nzyme alpha~ 
ketoglutarate dl•hydrogcnasc, catalyz. 
in~ the reaction between alpha-
ketoglutarate and ~ucdnyl CoA in 
the Krt'bs cycle. They J..!so confirm<.>d 
other literature that reported that 
isocitrotc d ... ,hydrogt>n<lSt' uses NADl' 
··, in~tcad of NJ\D ·, .1s J co-cnt.ymc. 
This rcse::~rch provided the basic 
question for the next three Krebscydc 
experiments: Is. :"-JADP ·-dependent 
isocitratc dchydrogL•nasc in the mito-
chondr~a, or d~cwhcre? · 
1983-Nick Kti!'taki~ hypothesized 
that a model of DN/\ n.•plication in 
Tetrahymena, proposed by Mcsclson 
and Stahl is inaccumtt.'. The model 
withstood Ktistakis' .1ttcmpt. 
1983-Rcbccca Mil\l'r furthered · 
Crogi.ln' s research. Sh l' confirmed that 
malate dchydrogcn~sc (an enzyme in 
theKrcbscydc)wa!' :'\!AD· ~dt.:!pcnd­
cnt: f lad malate Jch yd rogcnas been 
NADP ' -dcpcnd~nt it ·would have 
suggested that Tetrahymena might usc 
NADP ' in many of its Krebs cycle 
reactions. This did not :.1ppcar to be 
the case. 
1984-Wilson Turm:r's project 
arose out <~f her reading accounts of 
"pJomiscuous" DNJ\, ~vhich moved 
back and forth :rom the nucleus to 
mitocht)ndria. Sh(' cho~ to usc 
Tetrahymena as a modd system, largely 
out of convenience. 
1985*-Vinccnt Stoll attempts to 
isolate the mitochondrk1 by ccntrifu~ 
gation. I lis attempts wert' unsuccess-
ful d uc to contamination bv additional 
organ<'lles calh.•d peroxi;omcs, sug-
gt..-osting that differential centrifuga-
tion might have been an inapproprl-
.:~tc method. 
1986*-Susan 1 Iarcw.lntcd toknow 
th1..' structure l.lnd function of 
Tetrahymena's isocltratc dehydroge· 
nasc.l kr attempts to purify and char-
ack!rizc tht! en:r.ymc were valiant, but 
un~ucccssful. 
1986*-f3rucc Lowcnsh.'in . at: 
tempted to ~ynthcsizc an import ~c­
qucnccformitochondrial purification~ 
1987-Robl•rtUbaldoapplicsBrucc 
Lowenstein's ambiguous product to 
bead~, attempting to purify the mitO-
chondria with Lowenstein's import 
sC'qucncc. lie made little progress. 
1990-Andrew Ross is. currently 
r~producing the synthesis of the 
import sequence to f:tc used wi~ 
Weiss' suggested "bci.ld method" of 
purifying mitochondrion. 
1990-RachelMcCinnisiscurrcntly 
following Susan t lare's intorcst in 
purifying and characterizing the iso-
citratcdchydr<)gcnasc. 0 
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Q: What do you think o{ the 
new restrictions on smoking? 
President Leon Botstein: I' veal-
ways been d_istur~_ed at the num-
ber of students who .srrokc ciga-
rettes. It is s.cemingly an exa~ple 
of irrational behavior with a stu-
dent body who is superior in its 
intelligcnceandeducati~m.Some­
how it cannot register that. this is a 
voluntary addicti_on that is d.c-
structive and has 'lost an its aes- · 
thetic appeal. · . _·_ .. · 
I smoked_ pipes for a long time 
and smoke cigars, so I am not 
_immune from the lures of tobacco, 
bu~ cigarette. smoking is a habit, 
whereas pipe and cigar smoking 
is an- occasional pleasure. Those 
I arc two different things. One you inhale and one you don't, and the quality of tobacco is quite differ-
ent, though I wouldn't defend pipe 
or cigar smoking either. 
· I smoke cigars when I'm work-
ing at home. One of the nice things 
..1bout smoking dgars is that. no 
one tolerates them, so the only 
place you can smoke them is in 
r-------
your owp home, which limits the 
amount of damag~ you can do tp 
yourself. I spend a lot of tim~ in 
front of a typewriter or in front of 
books, or now in front of a com-
puter screen and having some-
thing to occupy myself is crucial 
tom y concentration. So there you 
have the root of the evil. 
I never smoked cigarettes be-
cause both my parents did. Both 
my parcn ts were professionals, ac-
tually professors of ~cd kine, and 
they both smoke to this day, in 
their late 70's. I grew up in an old-
fashioned European smoking en-
vironment. 1t is very hard for me 
to have a visceral aggressive dis-
taste for smol<ing. J associate it 
with my parents and my love. But 
. the tobacco with all the filters just 
has an unappealing aspect to it, so 
I've always had a snobbishness 
about cigarette smoking. 
.. You know I think these regula-
tions have to be observed and. they 
are perfectly reasonable. What 
worrlcs me is what they reflect · 
about the priorities of American 
legisl~tures. We are very health 
---i 
conscious on the one hand, but its 
aschizophrcnicm_cntality. Weper-
mita huge percentageofourpopu-
lation to remain illiterate and we 
don't really care about the quality 
of education in our nation, but we 
jog every day. Healthy bodies, 
underdeveloped brains. It seems 
to me there is something bizarre 
about the priorities. But that 
doesn't diminish the importance 
of the new smoking regulations._ 
Q: What about the new alcohol 
possession law? 
L.B.: l don't think a sl..'rious col-
lege or university can be in the 
enforcement business. That is not 
our role. We enforce only in the 
breach when it bca)mcs destruc-
tive to the individual, destructive 
to the community or to the neigh-
bors, and of course WhQrt it be-
comes a health problem. Arc we. 
really in .the business of claiming 
to students or to their parents and 
guardjans, given the presumption 
of adulthood which we off~r, that 
we arc about enforcing laws? 
Ultimately what we'd Hke to. 
teach is the assumption of moral 
responsibility on the part of the 
student who encounters a rational, 
way ofthinl<ing t~rough hcr:Qr 
his autonomy and freedom. The 
way one ~~~rns th~t is by encoun-
tering the proper limits of indi-
vidualism. Most students encoun-
ter substance abuse before they 
reach college and most of them 
arc wise in the ways of the street. 
Our. experience has been that the 
overwhelming majority of them 
handle either abstinence or the' 
breach in a way that does not in-
terfere with the positive conduct 
of their lives. So we would like to 
stand for principles and moral 
·standards, but we would not like 
to be guardians- or enforcers. We 
arc teaching the individual to 
assume that role for him or herself 
and the community. The idc_al 
1 
I 
I 
I 
Village Pizza .III I situJ.tion \Vt)uld be that studDnts \'VouldcnforccamongthPmsclves I · a. very high standdrd of civility 
·1 and notrely on'so called "adults". 
'$1 OFF 
I ANYSMALL, 
··LARGEOR 
I ·SICILIAN 
f. , · .. fi.Z~ 
1 .. W!JH.THIS 
. :COUPON. 
' '· '.:-.'.'I, : ; ' ... 1 1.'7.:(\forth Broad way 
, Red Hook · · I . -,!7~s~seus 
·Li~ ~ 
... ,·· 
•• 
'I! • • 
Q: What was your impression 
I of the forum meeting Tuesday 
I night and the fcn'or surrounding 
it? 
I I · L.B.; First, I am Jbsolutely, un- · 
I e-quivocally, supportive pf p~o- , 
1 ch9kc politics and I am admiring 
I of the energy and com
1
mitmept : 
· · · which those students-.in~'olved in 
HOU.RS: MON-THURS 11 Ar0~_1 f PMI H have shown for·pol~ticql issues 
-~I &:SA!l:l :~~1~1:~ M_~DNI~J:-~ I and prindp1¢s whiCh io.Dg~ :b.~-
_.:-:\ · 1 ,.,. ' . · :, ~SUN f. PMI'"_HPM :Y?nd th_e narro~ .scope _o~ thcnr 
- - -~ .·.~ ~- -~. •..;;. .- - ~.\ ,Pcrsonall-~ves}hcp~blem,i~tpat, 
·.I' . 
as in the college budget, good 
things aren't do!te because there 
isn't money.lt's unfortunate that· 
tempers rise. I certain'Iy think that 
it is good forin to learn the differ-
ence between hearsay and politi-
cal argument and the distinction 
between legitimate and illegiti-
mate attacks on individuals. Orie 
had the sense of an unnecessary 
amount of iH will being gener-
ated. · 
One learns very rapidly that the 
phrase, "don'ttakcJt personally." 
is a nonsense phrase. There is no 
other way to take things,. unfortu-
nately. Detachment is not neces-
sarily ~a great virtu~. PL'Oplc who 
do things \\•ell arc really attachL>d 
to them. They identify themselves 
with what they believe in. That 
~an also lead to a degree of fanati-
cism and insensitivity. 
I think that the process seemed 
an orderly one, an intelligent one, 
a humorous one. It was a micro-
cosm of the way people argue and 
get things done. I was reading in:· 
the paper today of the argument 
in the German Parliament on- rcu~ 
nification where people lost fem-
pcrs and barely could control the 
discussion. On various levels and 
substantive issues this kind of 
process is comtnon ·and. it was 
interesting to seethe student body 
go through .it. -
raise money and to finance their 
activities from ways other than 
out of the student convocations 
fund. They are rather unique in 
that regard, because they do have 
a hold over the imagination of 
many yoimg people and people 
wh~ are active in political life. 
Q: How is fundraising for the 
college prioriti7.cd? .. 
L.B.: The college has th rcc bask 
funds. One is an Opl~tating fund 
. and the other is a buildings fund, 
and the-third is endowment. My 
fundraising is first for the operat-
ing fund and the primary cost is 
student financial aid. J think we 
give somewhere dose to four 
million irifinandal aid every year. 
All the scholarships we give nav_e 
to be raised-every year _and tha.t's 
priority numbcronc.lkyond that~ 
funds arc raised for programs a·nd 
genera) operating suppor~. That 
constitutes another million to a 
minion and a hdlE th_aLJlas to be 
raised. Then .Yfc raise fQr the 
planned improvements. We're 
raising money now for the Ub~ary 
and after that will be a theater. 
Then some dormitori~~ and the 
renovation ofi<Ji neCornrnons this. 
summer. The third is endowment, 
and that is_thc per~anent ·fund.· 
Endowment was nothing. Now 
it's something, but it is ·sti1l very 
smalL· . 
. l 
After that come the peripheral 
priori des, such as the •. summer 
music festival. l would ca\1 that a 
sort of a peripherai priority. 
Q: How much of your time do 
dated student convocations fund. you spe.nd fund~aising? .. 
While it certainly is entitled and 
The argument about fundrais-
ing wasn't quite as dearly inade 
as it could have been. The pro-
choice-movement, because it does 
connect with such a pmverful and 
central issue, could be efficient 
and effective in raising· money 
from sources other than the man-
should get money from the stu- L.B.: [t is hard to segment it 
dent convocations fund, it's real because fundraising at Bard is 
capacity to grow has to do with differentformfundraisingatother 
organizing effective fundrJising. institutions because the- majority 
Many of us have given to it, both of the money \'\"C get if' not (rom 
faculty and staff and. &tudents. We alumni. The a1umni' arc generous 
would be willing to give to it again and give, and they are very active, 
out of political conviction and but they arc sma\11n number. A 
thereby relieve this kind of, ell- lot of the fundrJising is ~,ascd on 
though I don't mean to be critical, programsf the reputation of the 
easy way to get money, which is college and its jnitiative_s 50 you 
to just apply to some group and '· cou1d say CVl'rything that th<..' col-
say, ''Give us the money.n and , lege docs that is of qu~l_ity ~11Jd 
say, "Our precious time and staff,· importance eventually ~nds up in 
which "is very devoted, si,mply ; fundrais~ng. I have to rat_i9na1izc 
finds fund raising inefficient." what I do, all the time I spend, in 
Well, I didn't grow up to be a. ~c~msofits value· for the_cpllcgc. 
fund-raiser, but I spend a lot of. Part of that cary -be ~ca~~~ic is-
time doing it on behalf of student. sues;. it can be manageria). issues, 
aid or buildings: It's not·i)n.effi- .' but.thq_rc is ahyays a cot!iponent 
, .._ • ' - - ~ • · ' I ~ - · '. t ' • • ' 1 ' '\~ dent~ nor n~ccssat:i~y dignified,,' • in,f_~~8raising lo c,yerythJpg ~me 
enterprise, but it is finally essen-'; , d.(}~~· Now,ho~v m,_uch tfmc do I 
tial an~ bring~ good thil!gs. Ev:cn,., ,'spend actually· $ittin·g 4d\\'n-and 
w~thin .' th~s 5~~11 c~mP,-tu~ity J! : a~~!lq p~ple fo~ mo~ex:.-~ay~c 
thmk the Coalition rpr Chmccrc-,: .a qui;}rt~r; of my ttmc, ·;·· :,.' ~- . . 
allyund{.~rcstirriatcsitscap.~ci~ytc> ·: i :: 1'' _.,_,. ;~~n~i~~~d~tz-prz,~eS 
' ~ .~ 
The Bowtie I've reached the parental age in 
-relation to students. 1 startt.-.d out 
-continued from page 4 being older, but not dramatically 
Q: Some seniors say that your 
involvement on the campus has 
declined since they were fresh-
men. Is this true? 
LB.: I'm asactivcas I'm invited. 
l came to the forum because stu-
dents asked me to show up and I 
figured I'd be happy to.l t~ach, so · 
that js always the stable part of 
any rchitionship to a -class. I a)-
ways teach freshman. We've been 
in a c.apital campaign, which is a 
fundraising campaign, so I've 
done more traveling. · 
Forthelastfew years there have 
been two undergraduates living 
in the house and that is a tradition 
my wife and I will continue. I do 
not have a wish to become more 
distant by any means, but l do 
think that what is· important is 
that students understand that I 
am always in the strange position 
of not wanting to impose myself. 
It's not dear that any student is 
. missing anything by my absence, 
nor that I am essential to any 
student's :well being. 
... J::iow~vcr, no' student is ever 
denied; though it inayb~delayed, 
anappointm_ent I believe that this 
job is ~~out ronu1~-i~merit-~f fime' 
t · _ and ~~d~~tS ~-~v~ _Very ·_rare.ly 
abu~ the privilege of a~c¢ss.' I 
have inet. With stu'derits' in the late. 
'- ~- . -; ' evenhtgs. They call me at h~~~ . 
itnd rom(! to- see me .. D~ring the 
> -week., \l,av~ a, ~egular stream of 
students_~ho·co~~ in to.see_m~:'. 
fur oner¢a5on·oranoth~r: Usually 
they wa~t something or they have 
_';\ grleya~ee -of ~ome kind or an 
academic i~sue. I really think we 
are-- in _the_ bt,tst~ess of assisting 
studen~iri their development 
their self-confi<;lcnce, their intel:-
lectual growth,- their originality~ 
their ambition. That's ·what the 
business is all about and I can't 
imagine doing it without student 
contact. I really don't like and am 
not good at what we can the bu-
reaucratic aspects of the job. I 
would like to sec more active 
opportunitjcs for contact with the 
students. · 
... Also, there is the age issue. 
older, than the seniors ... 
... Last fall we had an open house 
and very few students showed 
up. 1 thought that was a healthy 
sign. I'm not sure if I was a student 
I would have shown uJ>. 
Q: What about the increasing 
size of the student body? 
LB.: The size of the entering 
class is rC'maining the same imd 
the size of the graduating class is 
slightly higher, so next year the 
enrollment will -open slightly 
lower. We arc a little bit higher 
now than we would like to be, so 
in fact the undergraduate growth 
is absolutely over. 
Graduate growth is. a different 
matter, but, with the possible 
exception of the MAT program, 
its not going to take place overlap-
ping with . the undergraduate 
program. The MF 1 is probably at 
its top strength of 60, th~? Environ-
mental Studies is a little small, but 
its not going to grow that much 
la.iger. The new. curat~rl~l pro-
gram associated with the Black 
Center is likely to be very smal1, 
· about 20 to 25 students a year. So 
your not talking large numbers. 
AsfortheMAT,somepeoplehave 
talked about a 100 students. I doret 
think we're talking about a pro-. 
gram of that magnitude. W~'re 
talking about a program of~ to 
40 ·s.tudents· maybe. These arc 
programs which'won'tessentially 
alterthe fundamental character of 
the catnpus: . 
... ·, 
· Q: YourboWti.ehas become your 
personal signature on Bard cam-
pus. Why do you choose to wear a 
bowtie? · -
,··, 
L.B.: It's an emulation of my 
father and of one of my -teachers, 
whose wit and style I admired. 
The other-reason is t~at J never get 
any soup on them. Tics always 
were a matter for anxiety to me. 
They would flap around and of- . 
ten got in grease or soup. I never 
really liked them. I prefer the 
undisturbed shirt. I like the way it 
1ooks.lt' s more comfortable some-
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND PSYCHOANALYSIS 
Insurance Coverage Like\y 
Dr. P. De Blasi Jr. 
· 14 Center St. 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
(914) 876··3545 (212) 595-0735 
·how. 
I began to wear it in the late 70's 
I think. It took me a long time to 
know how to tic them. My father 
made several unsuccessful. at· 
tcmpistoteach me. Then l wa.son 
a committee with this teacher I 
was talking about before. We met 
every month. It was a very un-
. usual and very colorful commit-
tee. This individual was Edward 
Levy, President of the University 
of Chicago and former attorney 
genera). Since my undcrgrad uate 
days, he was Vt'ry good to me and 
very supportive of me. I was a 
very arrogant, not necessarily 
pleasant, undergraduate. 
He always \...,.ore a bowtic, I 
invariably sat next to Edward 
every month forthisonc\'I'Ct'kcnd. 
a month and it finally gotto me. A 
few nights later I turncxi to my 
father and said, "Now I'm going 
to rcalJy learn how to tic this tic," 
because I'm not all that skilled 
with my hands. I learned and I 
rea1ized tha ri 'd never really liked 
the normal tie. But I don't rE'.ally 
pay that much attention to it all. 
It's just much more convenient. 
But I never liked the long tie, the 
truth is. · - · - - ·. · - -
Q: How do you balance your 
wor~ conducting, and home life? 
. L.B.: With difficulty .I don't Jim it 
my time, so that faculty members· 
and staff members have been. 
k~o~ to hayc ~~ngs with me 
very late at night. In the old days 
Carol Wilcox, the Dean of Admis- . 
sions, Papadimitrio and I would· 
meet often ·at twelve· midnight,· 
becauselpreferred to work on my 
· own work between 9 and 12. 
I stay up very )ate. l'm a night 
owl, so a lot of my own work gets 
done in the early morning, in the 
very earJy hours. I; like under-
graduates, am in the habitofstay-
ingupall night w()rkingonsome-
thing. Butftisoncofthefcwtimes 
I get somc- real sedous peace and 
quid. · 
Therearconly two ways to do it 
really. One is a very disdplint.>d 
schedule where every day looks 
the same, a routine, which I don't . 
have because oft he external pres- l 
sures. A lot of my time isn't my j 
own. The routinCs ·of the college, 
the external demands, make it 
difficult to say ,"Well, every morn-
ing I'm going to do X." 
The other way to solve this 
question is to never waste any 
time, to always be prepared ·to 
switch gears. That is the way I do 
it. l sometimes wm catnap on the 
weekends so that I can stretch the 
working day out. I'm happiest 
working. · 
As far as family life is concerned, 
my wife Barbara Haskel1 is bt:i~­
liant and wonderfill human being. 
with a very ·active professional 
life. The ~ne di~fku!ty is that ou~ 
· youngest daughter, · Clara, :Will 
enter kindergarten full time next 
year. She's· in. th~. ~rd il_ursery · 
schoo]'several days a ·week. So. 
Clara has a divided schedule. 
Barbara is gone duri~g the week, 
so there is a lot of telephone con~ 
tact. Then she is hereon the week-
ends. It is not easy~ but I have 
nothing to complain about though. 
It has worked very well for us. I'm 
very grateful and I'm very happy. 
I'm not able to get as much 
writing done as I'd like. I can only 
conduct a certain Jimitcd number 
of programs. This year I'm doing 
only about 6 separate programs, 
all together about 12 or 14 con-
n~rts.That'sabout the limits of the 
music I can prcparcand learn \veil. 
Next year I have a slightly more 
hectic schcdule.l'm going back to 
•• a.cNadCJ:t at. 
-··011111(.~'1': 125'71 
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London and maki_ng a r~cording 
there. It fluctuates from year to 
year. 
Q: What final statement would 
you Jike to make to the campus? 
L.B.: lam actually very proud of 
the Bard students, very proud. 
Over the years' J have co'rne lo 
admire the comparative absence 
of vulgarity, the intc1ligencc, the 
originality, the humor, t~c c~yiJ­
ity, a)ld the relative absence of 
hypocrisy of the student body in a 
collective sense. It -i"s a very" dc-
Hghtful,_veryappcaling,_and very 
giftedstu.dcnt"'6ody. I think..it has 
every r:eason tp be proud of itself._ 
It 'has_ ~ts shortcqmings- and we 
-generalize when we talk tQ grou:ps, 
~ut· it is a very attractive place to 
be and· I consider ·myself lucky 
and p~vileg~ in ~~rking here. 0 
,·; 
NEW LOCATION 
20 Garden St. 
I 
at West Village Square ] 
next to Mohegan Market 
· Mon-Sat 9:30-6 · 
Lunch Counter 
Open 11-4 daily 
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Erasure parties oJ.l the Wild side 
by Tom Hickerson and Dav]d historictropicalisland.Oneartifi-
Biele · cial sunset, a flying pterodactyl, 
"When I was a child, 
I asked my mother 
What will I be, · 
Will I be bisexual, 
Homo, · 
Or straight? . 
And this is what she said to me ... " 
Those people who attended the 
sold-out Erasure concert last 
·Thursday n1ght at Nassau Coli:-
scum laughed right along with 
Andy Bell as he paraded across 
· the stage letting loose quotes from 
such odd sources as The Wizard of 
Oz and the movie Firestarter. Be-
tween the infectious dance tunes . 
the duo is known for and several 
touching ballads, he gave each of 
the quotes his own special twist, 
as he did with Que Sera Sera, as 
listed above. 
Upon entering the arena, the 
audience could see little more than 
a large canopy covering the front 
of the stage and depi~ting a pre-
and an exploding volcano later, 
the canopy dropped to reveal 
Erasure-and. the performance of 
the band's 1989-1990 Wild World 
Tour began. 
After three slower tunes from 
the new album, which Bell an-
nounced as "foreplay'' for the 
duo's more "wild" hits, the group 
picked upthetempowithacouplc 
of faster songs from WildL includ-
ing "Brothers and Sisters" and "La 
Gloria." When the audience heard 
the opC'ning lines to ''Chains of 
Love," they got up on t.heir feet to 
dance with screams of delight and 
did not stop until the ninety-min-
ute party l?ndcd. 
The settings on the stage were 
as varied as the selection of songs 
that the duo played. They trav-
eled from the prehistoric jungle, 
where they sang most of the songs 
from Wild, toanouter-spacesccne, 
where they sang "Who Needs 
continued on page 7 
vo"'r Alter-Punk-
Post-Mod .. Noise .. 
Void Record Store 
7% Discount 
w~th Bard i.D. 
Main St., Rte. 23A 
Tannersville, NY 
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J'S RE.STAURANT 
.t~~ORTH 
ITALIAN 
DINNERS 
CALZCNES 
SALAJ?S 
SOUPS 
PIZZA 
.. • . . . . 't • 
·FAMILY·· DINING 
. . . 
AT. 9G AT OLD POS~ _R.QAD 
. BtiiNEaECK . 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH 
THE 
FAMOUS 
· .· PARMES:tAN 
SANDJUCH 
Visit CJ ·s ~i.ster in Germantown 
r'M~.UoT .... ._...,.nt:i- Par~ ·pt,zzci on PaUittne :Park Rd. 
~ 
OPENGOAYS 
1l AMT011 PM 
SUN2TOtOPM 
CALL 
876-7711. 
_Positive I. D. uired 
CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 
. Classifieds 
LOST: 
Brown Leather jacket. $50 reward if 
found. Contact Jeffrey Bolden, Sawk-
illl 05. 
AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD 
One or two semesters: Summer Pro-
grams. Paid lntemships AvaiLable. 
ApplynowforSummerandFall1990. 
For information on the BEST study 
abroad program in the world, call: 1-
800.245-2575 
WANTED: Used 18" or 20" crash/ 
ride cymbal, with or without stand. 
Calll'aul at 758-4561 or leave a nott:! in 
Box 54(). Thanks. 
Are you tired of crowded beaches, 
beer-guzzling body-builders, and 
sticky, melted icc-cream? WI IY NOT 
DO SOMETHJNC MEANINGFUL 
WlTI I YOUR SPRING BREAK?! 
There arc people in Appalachia who 
need your help! No experience neces-
sary, just an eagerness to help make 
the world a little better. Interested? 
Not sure? There are no obligations! 
Stop by the Career Development Of-
fice and talk to Harriet Schwartz. 
I would like to start a talk group for 
anyone who has lost a parent, family 
member, or other dose person. I fin ter-
ested, please call Lesley at 758-2793 or 
contact Box 344. 
PERSONALS 
Thank you St. Jude and the sacred 
heart for .... just kidCing. But does 
anyone else miss those?. 
Lestat, I;vc still got your watch. 
Daniel.L.J.S. Don't ·come home With-
out the gin. (Nojntent to consume, of 
course.) F.D.M. 
Si- Your teddy bear misses you. 
Come up and see me, make me smile .... 
-Claire. 
To the Cute Guy in Chorus: Are you 
rcaU y married or do you wear the ririg 
to scare people off? - Wondering 
O.K., Roxanne. Now I know w~o you 
arc, and you know where I am. So 
whenever you need me to gi vc you 
what it is that I've been giving you, 
FIND ME.- J. 
Parking 
ontinued from page 1 
is that tht"' only real solution is to 
pavcthclotand thcdrivewaythat 
connects it with Annandale Road. 
"It's just going to wash out again 
every year tinti1 they pave it," 
_complained one Cruger freshman. 
Overcrowding is a· more seri-
ous problem on campus than are 
potholes, but unfortunately, it is a 
more difficult problem to remedy. 
The Cruger Village lot is themost 
seriously overcrowded lot, on 
campus. "Lots of times there ~re 
no legal places to park, whi~h 
means that sometimes you are 
forced into getting a ticket," said 
Folb. Kline is also fi1led to capac-
ity at times, but n<?t as often as the 
Crugerlot. · 
According to Art Otey, Director 
of Security, the college is planning 
to remove SMOG over the coming 
summer and replace it with addi~ 
tional parking and a new dorm. 
This may alleviate the problem, 
but if more new cars come in with 
the new dorm, their presence may 
UpSTATE FILMs Rhinebeck 
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negate the benefits of .any new 
parking spaces created. 
ln the meantime, Secu'rity con-
tinues to issue parking tickets at 
record rates. Otey estimates that 
as of Friday, February 16, his offi-
cers had issued about 150 tickets 
so far this semester. Otey claims 
that the vast majority ofthese tick-
ets were given to cars parked in 
illegal places where a legal place 
was available. "Only about ten 
percent of the tickets were issued 
to cars that were forced to park in 
illegal places. Almost all of these 
were in Cruger Village," said Otey. 
In addition, about 20 tickets 
w0rc is!-lucd during the first few 
days of the scm ester to cars parked 
under the pines along the road to 
Blithev\.•ood. This area has been a 
legal parking area in the past, but 
was designated as a "no parking" 
zone over intcrscssion to protL'Ct 
the trees from damage. "Most of 
the people who got tickets this 
semester for parking under the 
pines simply didn't kn<?W that it 
·was illegal/' said Otcy. 
There arc different grades of 
tickets given out. by Security, 
depending on the severity of the 
offense. A standard tic kct is· $20 
for the first offense, and $30, $40, 
$70, and $100 for subsequent of-
fenses: Parking in a l'eserved slot 
{f.e., the president's parking space) 
carries a $40 fine and includes the 
possibility of being towed. The 
worst offense is parking in a 
#handicapped only" space, which 
carries a $100 fine and mandates 
that the offender's vehicle be 
towed. 
However, "the quickest way to 
get towed," says Otey, nis to park 
in the space reserved for the mail 
delivery true~. Yo~r car will be 
gone in under t~n minutes." Last 
semester, the Postal Service threat-
ened to cut off deliveries of mail to 
the campus post office because 
students were blocking the space 
on a regular basis. In order to 
cnsur(,! the continuation of mail 
deliveries, Security has to be ex-
tremely strict about the cnforce-
mcntofthisrulc. .· . 0 
WHEN IN RHINEBECK DISCOVER ••• 
Isadora 
The Boutique Eclectique · 
Adornments tor the body and home. Natural fiber clothing, Native American 
turquoise and silver jewelry, pottery, textiles, whimsical hand-carved anim 
new age tapes, hand painted furniture, and much more. Worth the trip! 
West Village Square '~e&r v1t,~e sauAAE t Tuesday-Saturday 11-5 
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"Where Bard ls our middle name." 
Catch· the Mystery Train_ 
by Emily Horowitz 
Upstate Films 
February 16 to March 1 
Fri., Sat., 7:30 & 9:15; Sun., 7:00 & 
9:15; Mon.-Thurs., 9:00 
Writer/Director Jim ]armusch's 
new film, Mystery Train, plays at 
Upstate Films until March 1. 
Mystery Train is separate-d into 
three stories. The stories never 
really interweave; they are only 
confined to the same seedy Mem-: 
phis hotel. A gunshot in one story 
is heard in the other two. The 
sound of one woman's lovemak-
ing is heard in another. A woman 
gets involved in one story with-
out the knowledge that her ex-
boyfriend is in volvca in the other. 
J n the first, two Japanese teen-
agers have come to see Graceland. 
They have come all the way from 
Yokohama, and are resting over-
night before they make the pil- · 
grimage. To them, Memphis is 
Elvis/ Rock and RoJlland. 
In the second segment, a young 
Italian widow i~ shipping her 
husband's cask'}t back to Italy and 
has. run into a delay. She stops in 
Erasure 
.. continued from page 6 
Love Like "Dtae', and , "Shi.p of 
Fools," .to a night time scene, where 
. they sang "Stars" and ''Together 
Again.u The concert included 
songs ·from all _of, their albums, 
going back to Wonderland and The 
Circus through The Innocent's and 
Crackers International and, of 
course, Wild. · · · 
. Andy Bell was obviously en- . 
joying himself throughout the 
performance. He was flamboyant 
not only in his campy serenades 
but also in his dancing and cos-
tume. He changed clothes several 
times d~tring the show; coming 
out first in a gUttering jacket and 
sequined shorts;' the· jacket soon 
came off, revealing not much else 
undcrneiith.Hethcnchangcd into . 
a one-piece, neon-orange 
spaceman's outfit for the outet-
spacc·~ene, and fi~aHy changed 
into a silver evening suit for the 
night'sco.ndusion. Wigsandothcr 
costumes were used for specific 
0 
a news shop for an American 
magazine and the owner talks her 
into buying a pile of them. She 
later is Visited in her room by 
Elvis's ghost. 
In the third and final story, three 
men are involved in a robbery and 
have come to see~ ~efuge over-
night. Onlyoneofthc three is na-
tive to Memphis. Of the other 
two, one is an Englishman and 
one is from New Jersey. 
All have to stay in the hotel in 
Memphis on the same night, and 
at the end, all leave the hotel and 
Memphis. Only one character, 
. aside from the night clerks at the 
hotel, is from Memphis. The view 
of Memphis from the outsiders' 
perspectives magnifies the 
oddness of the famiHar American 
pop culture and landscape. The 
soundtrack is full of classic Elvis 
songs and rhythm and blues. 
Mystery Train offers a · vie.:w of 
Memphis, and the United States, 
that is eerily strange and unfami l-
iar. This is an· unconventional 
film, not a corned y or ~a tire, but 
an intense, thoughtful, and rivet-
ing one: 0 
songs, especially "La Gloria." 
These clothes were definitely a far 
cry from when Erasure used to 
tour in shirts, jeans imd Doc Mar~ 
tens. 
The audjence seemed gener-
ally pleased with Erasure's selec-
tion. The biggest crowd~pleasers 
were "0 L'amour," '1t Doesn't 
Have To Be Like That/; and the 
evening's encores of "Drarria!" 
and "Respect." The only. coni~ 
plaint with the evening was that 
they shied away from some of 
their . more melancholy ballads 
such as "My Heart So Blue'' and 
"If l Could·.'' 
ln retrospect, the concert was a 
big success; Erasure's usc of light, 
sounds, movement and music 
made for an incredible concert 
experience. The audience did not 
stop applaudin·g and cheering 
unHl well <1ftcr th~ cqncert was 
over. 
"Somewhere over the rainbow 
Way up high, 
There's _a land that 1' d heard of 
·Once in a lullaby." · 0 
Top Secret ~~'Cone­
head" Transmitters 
Discovered 
by john C. Fout 
RL'Cently a visitor to campus was 
overheard by this reporter a~king 
both a member of the history fac-
ulty and a student resident of 
Wardens Hall why this beautiful 
campuswasallowcd tobemarrcd 
by grotesquely ugly trees with big 
holes in them. · 
"Well ... uh .. .likc, I don't know 
man.l guess mother nature made 
the trees, but they only ma~e thp 
holes last faH/' thcs~udcnt replied: 
"l see, I sec," the stranger re-
sponded cautiously, evidently not 
wanting to offend the student for 
friar he might revere this curious 
local rituaL The stranger struggled 
torepresshisincrcdulityand then 
asked a le.ss ideologically tainted 
question,''by why did 'th~y make 
the holes?" (The visitor resisted 
the temptation lo ask the student 
directly who "theyN were.) 
''The tree men made the holes, 
man," the student replied em-
phatically, "that's all I know." 
With trepidation, the stranger 
then turned to someone he as-
sumed was a member of the fac-
ulty-:at l~st the stranger de-
duced he was a professor. Though 
as disheveled as the student, he 
was wearing shoes. Wanting to be 
as diplomatic as he could-hav-
ing just come froQl a conversation · 
with the Dean, the visitor had 
already concluded Bard was a 
freaky kind of place-he asked 
the professor, "Aren't those 
strange looking trees in front of 
your building?" The visitor, still 
coveting the secret of the identity 
of tl)e "tree men/' antlcipatcd a 
more articulate answer from a 
mature 13ardian. 
"Well, ... uhr .. hm,shit," thcvoice 
of the aca.deniy responded, "the · 
trees were only mod{1.c;t1y hideous 
until the people from B&C made 
the holes. Those nerds a_rc from 
ou tcr space! We told them we just 
wanted to be able to walk on the 
sidewalk again and see out our 
windows. We asked them to cut 
down those ugly eycso~es many 
times." 
"I see, I see," the stranger r~:­
spondcd, ''fascinating, fascinat-
ing." He thought to himself that 
Bard must be more weird than he 
had imagined. Why would peopll! 
from a planet called "B&C" travel 
all those light years to Bard to 
make holes in trees? The stranger 
could not resist addressing yet 
another question to the faculty 
member si nee he had that curious 
little button on his lapel which 
read: CLIO SAVES. Yes, Bard is 
an odd place, he thought. "But 
why did the 'B & G nerds' cut the 
holes in the trees?" the stranger 
asked the professor who had jpst 
a dash of spaghetti sauce on his 
chin and a little pasta hanging o(f 
his tic. 
~'Well, 'B & G,"' the ·professor 
replied with a huff, ''doesn't give 
a damn about anyone's opinion 
and does whatever it wants 
around here." 
Strange indt.>cd, the VISitor 
thought to himself. He had been 
told byth.cDean that Bard was on 
the cutting edge of academic life 
in America. How was it then that 
it was being run by "tree men" 
from the planet "B & Gfl? 
The stranger only had part of it 
right, this reporter can now reveal 
to you, as a result of the discovery 
of secret "B& G" documents found 
discarded in those other objects of 
great beauty at Bard, the recycling 
containers (the ''Director' sN motto: 
awe must destroy the environ-
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ment to save it."). The tree men 
who cut the holes arc of course 
just Bard workers following or-
ders from the "Director." It's the 
"Director" who takes orders from 
the Coneheads on the planet "B & . 
(;." Not being able to offer them 
the Brooklyn Bridge, he sold 13ard 
to the Conehcads in exchange for 
the power of "B & G." The Cone-
heads got what they wanted, an 
outpost on Earth where they could 
have secret transmitters to moni-
tor alien life. The "Director," in 
turn, was made "the Emperor of 
'B & C' at Bard" by the Cone-. 
heads, thcsccrcttrcatyre.ads. Now 
Emperor G. the First uses his 
power to put those hippie Marx-
ists in th~ir place. He evidently 
placed those Com:-hcadian trans-
mitters in front of the Wardens 
"so that little unwashed bastards 
and those pinko 'intellectuals 
couldn't look out their windows 
. or walk on the sidewalk," the 
documents indicate. 
The documents unfortunately 
do not reveal why the "B & C tree 
men" cut holes in thcConcheadian 
transmitters. We all still wonder 
why they just didn't move those 
monuments to Concheadian stu-
pidity somewhen; else, perhaps 
in front of Emperor C.'s ugly red 
palace. 0 
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Doug Dowdy 
New intramural director 
"l'm willingtotryanythingthat 
anyone will come in here .and 
suggest to me," said new IM Di-
rector, Doug Dowdy. 
"I have the resources here at 
Stevenson, and I would really like 
to see it used to its potential, which 
is immense." 
Dowdy had this to say after his 
first few days on the job trying to 
gath('r up support for the intra-
mural seasons that began this past . 
week. He has come here after a 
stint at Alfred College in centrc1l 
New YorkasCoordinatoroflntra,-
murals and Recreation and Assis-
tant DirL.'Cfor of Studt.mt Achvi-
ti('s. 
His interaction with the various 
students at A lfrcd was what made 
him successful there and he is 
hoping to get to know the ex-
tremely diverse population . at 
Bard. ''Everybody should know 
where my office is and that every-
one is welcome to come to me 
· with any ideas."-
Vassar 
· · · · · ·. · 'continued from page 2 
Btlreau Di~~or Fo!ami Gray with 
a "blatant racist attack(/ at a recep-
. tion following a lecture Moynihan 
made in the Vassar Chapel. 
For those who don't know 
where his office is; enter the Ste-
venson Gym through the front 
doors, head straight down the 
haU way for about 50 feet (20 st~ps, 
giveortake)and take a rightatthe 
doorwaythathasOFFICE written 
on it. I.t's the only one there, so 
you, can't miss it. 
Qowdy stressed that it is up to 
the student to come up with ideas 
for how: to put the gym to usc. 
"We're trying an ultimate frisbee 
team, we'll try hacky-sac, we'll 
even watch movies while sitting · 
in inncrtubcsin the pool, but only 
if that's what people want to do. 
1/I can cqme up with all sorts of 
crazy things to do, but it would be 
a waste of time if nobod)tpartici· 
pates.l wanttosoopooplcin here." 
As far as the traditional intra· 
mural sports are ~ncerned, there 
will be an intramural volleybaJl 
season in March and then if d-ie 
weather will accommodate, soft-
ballwillbegininApril. - 0 
ment. "He said in. 1990 that he 
didn't realize how right he was 25 
years ago," she. ~id. "His views 
haven't changed in 25 years/' . _ 
· "The Moynihan report is a rac-
ist, sexist and dassist document," 
Furtwanger said. "We feel it's 
inappropriate for him to be in a 
Remark~·.- ·: · . . . . , humanitarian cha.ir." ' · 
. - At. ·t~e ~.eption, Gr~y asked ·· The ·students · a~ demanding 
· Moynil~an · ~o elaborate · on the that Moynihan be removed from 
Moynihan Report, a 1965 study the Eleanor Roosevelt Chair and 
whi~h dted the matriarchal struc- that~ public apology be issued for 
ture oft he t?lack family as a ·major the administration's failure to deal 
cause of problems in the black with the students' request 
community. ·· promptly and responsibly. They . 
Students said thatfqJlowingthe ·also want the creation of a black 
discussion; Moynihan told Gray, student center; the creation of an 
a native of']a~aica, to pack her intercultural center; the hiring of 
bags and go back to wherever she· a rabbi and the provision of ko-
came from. sher dining facilities; complete 
Black Student Union member campus actessibility for the dis-
Robin Russell said she was stand- .abled; a boycott of products of 
1ng ncar Moynihan when he made companies that do business in 
the rcmark,s. "It was totally uncal- · South Africa;and the creation of a 
l~d for, I was shocked," she said. task force on racism. 
Russell said she asked Moynihan Vassar Black Student Union 
how his views had changed since President Clcon Edwards said 
composing the Moynihan docu- students tried for two weeks to 
Auto, Home & Life 
MICHAEL HAGGERTY 
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Allstate Insurance Company 
Route 9, Astor Square 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
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byJody Apap SPORTS 
The week in Sports 
Saturday 2/24 
Men's Basketball vs Centenary HOME 2:00 
Monday 2/26 ' 
Men's Basketball vs. Pratt Institute HOME 8:00 
Tuesday 2/27 
Women's Intramural Indoor Soccer: 
6:30 Dorothy's Domain vs Karen's Klub 
7:30 Judy's Junkies vs Mary Carol's Crushers 
Men's intramural Basketball: 
8:30 No Big Mf:m vs Enforcers 
Wednesday 2/28 
Men's Intramural Basketball: 
6:30 Dribblers vs America's Team 
Faculty Plus vs Coolest Team 
7:30 Good Ole Boys vs Enforcers . 
Team Puss vs Blue Cheer 
Open Volleyball 8:30 
Thursday 3/1 
Men's Intramural Indoor Soccer: 
6:30 If It Moves Kick It vs Aigleno 
The varsity baskctba 11 games this week are the last of the season, 
so come out and show the team some support and watch a game 
or two. 
get the administratio~ to act on 
their demands. ''We tried for two 
weeks to go through proper chan-
nels but they did nothing. That's 
why we're he;.e today," he said: 
Som' disagree , -· _ . . 
Not all of the students at the 
·demo~sttation support the views 
of the protesters. Patrick Get,rdner, 
editor of ~he. Spectator, the Vassar 
newspaper, said he thinks the 
students are using Moynihan's 
remarks as a foundation fur their 
gripes. He said there was· a meet~ 
ing held on Tuesday, Februazy 13, 
and anyone who had an opposing 
viewpoint was booed. "This is 
very Hitler-:csque," he said. "It's 
mob mentality in its classic form." 
Dave Wasserman, a member of 
the Spectator staff, said that even 
before Moynihan spoke, students 
. were "waiting to c..1use trouble" 
bccaus~ of the Moynihan report. 
"Thciy were not giving Moynihan 
a chance," he said. 
Wasserman said the Moynihan 
report was written in a "different 
type of language" and cannot be 
interpreted literally today. "Now 
it's consider-ed racist. Back then it 
was progressive." he said. 
Both Gardner and Wassc .. man 
said thcyobjccttowhatthcycallcd 
the "mob action" of the protest-
ers. "This whole thing is a Mc-
Carthy-esque witch-hunt," Gard-
ner said. · 
"If you don't agree with them, 
you're labeled a racist and a sex-
ist," Wasserman said. #My opin-
ion doesn't matter to them. I'd be 
lynched if 1 went.up to them .. " . 
At one point, protesters were 
silenced as Earline Patrice~ 71, a 
. volunteeralthe Lunch Box, which 
provides food to poor people, took 
a megaphone. Patrice said sh~ ~ 
called to the ~~tnpu.s. 25 years ago 
to suppt>rt students.~ho tQokover 
the sam~ buil~ing demanding ~he 
formation of a . bl~~k . s~ci~nt ~n­
ion and an African ~tudi~s 4e~rt-
ment; .. .... -. 
Patricesaid thereshouldn'teven 
be a need for students. to h~ve to .. 
protest. ''This is 1990. We 
shouldn't have racism./' she said. 
''Thesu .students are here to fur-
ther their £.-ducation. Why should 
they have to be hereprotcsting?"D 
BBLAGA 
in Boston 
continued from page 2 
found the conference to be very 
energizing. Being a LcsPian ·at 
Bard can be a very isolating expe-
rience, so it was great to be around 
a lot of open gays and lesbians to 
talk about common problems we 
all face as coHege students." 
The entire experience of the 
conference has been ultimately a 
positive cxpcri('nce for BBLAGA 
as a group and for the individual 
members. Members agree that 
they want to become more active 
as a group and develop a stronger 
presence on campus. The group 
plans to make dcfinitec~angcs. 
·Men's 
volleyball 
drops tWo 
· Saturday the men's volleyball 
team hosted a tri-match and came 
up short, losing to Southampton 
15-1, 15:.12, 15-6, and New Paltz 
State 15-8, 15-9, 15-6. 
The team is definitely· showing 
signsofprogress, with much more 
consistent bumping and setting. 
However, the team seems to suf-
fer from the "Dard Compfex" with 
extremely consistent arid solid 
play for stretches that are then 
followed by a few pitiful minutes. 
that allows the opponcnl to run 
up enough points to s_ccure the 
win.. · -
Although thescoreor"i Saturday 
doesn't appear promising, Bard 
did consistently return long vol-
leys and could· force many side-
outs, but poor serving kept the 
team from searing points. 
But no need to worry, -the sea-
son has barely begun and team 
will most definitely win several 
morobcforcit'sover. · 0 
IIJI d like to~ see the ad• 
ministration · o(ficially 
vindica.t~. JNs .policy· by 
declaring a . npi\ .. dts:-
criminatory :stance on 
~~~~ (i~~nta~~i~~/' .. ~ - .. 
·•( · .... ... .... _,. ..· ... · 
confirmed my impression th~t 
Bard_, incompaJ.7ison toothetinsti-:-
tutiq~~.of.highcrlearn~ng, has an 
'exceedingly progrcssiv~ non-dis:-
criminatory policy toward minor- .. 
. ity interests. ·l'd~liketg~scc the 
administrati()n officially vindiCate 
this policy by declaring a non-
discriminatory stance on sexual 
orientation." 
As a result' of all the discussion 
pertaining to bis('xual issues, th_e 
name BLAGA (Bard Lesbian and 
Gay Alliance) has now been 
chang~ to BBLAGA to include 
Biscxualsmthenamc. ·· D 
The good old days 
are here again .. 
FREE 
PERSONALS! 
First come first serve. 
... 
Future of CFC make it easy to get the press out. 
· ' contin,ued from page 1 And they're exciting." · · 
tion unopposed.lt selected David The Coalition also plans on 
Millertorunaga!nstKennedyasa lobbying in Albany. "I was sur-
write-in candidate. Miller did not priscd athowmanypeopledidn't 
win the election, but Coalition co- know what ]opbying is," said 
leader Nina DiNatale, who served DiNatale. "It's good stuff. You go 
· as · Miller's campaign manager, -· talk to your representatives in 
said that his ten percent showing person and tell them what you 
,'embarrassed Kennedy. I mean, think of them ~nd ask them why 
who votes for a college kid?', they voted the way they did. It's 
Although Miller's -candidacy an important thing ... peop!"e 
succeeded in raising such national should getinvolvcd.ltdoesn't take 
issuesassexan·d AIDSeducation, much effort, especially for us; we 
birthcontroJ,andabortiontolocal just have to go up to Albany." 
public awareness and forced In their lobbying and other ac-
Kenncdy to cl~riry his positions tivities, the Coalition plans to 
on them,. DiNatale emphasized expand its focus to include AIDS 
that "this guy has not changed." advocacy. "We're not getting into 
DiNatale point¢ out that as a the medical StJJff," DiNatale 
county legislator Kcm1cdy has stressed. "The AIDS Committee 
consistently voted against giving docs that. ButproplcneCd to know 
Planm ... 'Ci Parenthood any funding. thewaysthatthcgovcrnmentand 
Recently, a grant from the state hospitals and pharmaceutical 
that WO':Jld provide monies ca~- companies can affect this." 
. marked for providing :-basic sex DiNatale cites the Coalition's 
education, and rape, incest, and participation in the December 
sexual abuse awareness cd ucation ACT -UP and WHAM demonstra-
for ru,naways, dropouts, juvenile tionat St. Patrick's Cathedral as a 
delin'qtients, and other young major influence on the group's 
people . who . have . ·:sffpped decision to tackle these broader 
through the cracks', · ·and who issues. '7hat wa? definitely the 
would not ordinarily have access best thing about St. Paes," she 
to such education was put up for commented. ,'There were repro-
bids from organizations in Dutch- d uctive rights groups and gay 
ess County. "Planned ·. Parent-· rights groups and AIDS groups 
hood,', .OiNatalesaid, ''is the.only ali together, all chanting each 
orgartizationinthcafca~-quipped __ others, slogans. We'd . never be .. , 
for this sort of thing. So they were fore seen how intertwined those 
the only ones_ to apply for the groups really arc.'' ... 
grant/' Kennedy, who is a mem- DiNatale said that thcCoaliti.on 
ber of and lawyer for STOPP, st.>es their new focuses ~s being 
denil.'<i the clinic this funding and part of the same issue. /'There arc 
returned i"t to the state unused . people who need health care and 
'Wcaregoingtodog[Kcnncdyl aren't getting it beca~se of iss_ues 
thissemcstcr/'DiNatal.esaiq. ,'We of'morality' and 'sin.' And groups 
havehisschcduleand wc'regoing · ·aren't getting funding because 
to picket him. Whenever he makes they 'promote homosexuality.'It's 
a public appearance he's going to · all a matter ot using your sC'xual-
have .20 Bard studC'nts out front ity the way you want to and not 
banging pots and pans and acting the way the government says to, 
like Harc.Krishnas." not let~ng the community take a 
The Coalition has also been punitive attitude towards unwed 
invitcdbyVassar'sfledglingCoa- women who are sexually active 
litionforChoicetohclppianastu- and homosexuals and other ,de-
dent demonstration that would viants.' The government has 
reach out to college students in found a way to control them 
thl~Tri-Statearea. Thedcmonstra- through medical scrvices,11 she 
tion is still in the very early plan- stated. 
ning Stages, but at_!his pojnt it The group's immr..'diatc pkms 
looks like it will be hl'ld on April includt~ publishing a pamphlet 
22 at Vassar, with a march to that outlines for I3ard students and 
Poughkeepsie followed by·<l rally · other pro-choice supporters the 
back at the college. prop.Jgi.lndn and methods of or-
/Jit looks like 13ard and Vassar ganization~ such <.lS STOPP and_ 
are forming a real coalition," she. Operation Rescue. They also plan 
observed.'' And we,vegot people J to attC'nd se\'l'ral more ACT-UP 
from SUNY (New Paltz! and ~ and Wf1AMdcmon~tra·fl~ns t~is­
Dutchess Cou~t:V 'Commu.ni~y · semester. . . . .-. ,_.· .. · . 
_ Co11ege,to6_. Not_~it~J~t:, t_h?~gh." Although the CoaHtjc,n1 ha,s _t;tot: 
· DiNa~a.lp, add9cf. _that if ' the rca;iyc9 the level. of .h.JJ!dinft. it', 
group~dori't:}tavee~qugh·m-onJy· requested from _the c?~voc~t.i.on' 
for a ·ral1y 'they .m~y- stage a ch;il fund, DiNatale is optip1istic about 
disobedience:~t ~. federal buifd-: its 'future. "This . ha$. tnpdc· our· 
ing. ,;You _dorit 1-)ay~ to wcirk ~~ -: decision to becorrie 'a· m~re :radi-: 
much, .they . arc ;cheap, and .they·· . ~al, direct-action groupcasipr." D. 
· ' 
Tom Chase 1 told them how he felt. 
continued from page 1 Concerning his actions with 
community of their belief that regards to the Coalition's budget 
1
'political and personal_ bias allotment, Chase said that he be-
against the Coalition for Choice lieved that "In light of recent po-
and some of its members played a liticaldevelcpments, theCoalition 
decisive role in the almost total doesn't need the convocation fund 
defunding of our student asmuchasitoncemayhave. And 
organi7..ation ... Weunderstandthat the Coalition's support on cam-
participation by some Coalition pus has decreased... The 
members in the demonstration at constitution says that the budget 
St. Pat's cathedral played a role in must maintain a balanced atmos-
our being defunded." The ,lcttpr phcre on campus. I felt that the 
continued, "Refusing opcrat~ng Coalition's attitudes stifled this. 
funds to a student group because "I was impressed by thl•ir 
youdisagrecwith them political1y budget request, though," he said. 
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The Coalition for Choke put 
the question of whether or not tQ 
· pursue the possibility of attempt-
ing to impeach Chase before its 
members ina mectingofthcgroup 
on Wednesday. Tl).c group,s,final 
decision on the matter was not 
available at press time, b_ut .'«~11 
. appear in a follow~up ·artkle in 
next week's Observer.. D 
Students 
suspended· 
amounts to both censorship and a "There were a lot more locat ~ontinued from page 1 
violation of our rights under the community-oriented activitiss few days have chostm to ignore 
: student constitution. We demand proposed. But a large budget these college procedures, and 
I a public explanation for the de- would sanction thciractivitiesand ! decided to take their idea of jus-
fundingofthcCoalitionforChoicc j bctraythosewhodonotnccessar-· · ticc i-nto th(•ir 0\\'n _hands. Such 
and the rcsigmltion of any mem- ily support the Coalition." vigHanti~m and intimidation can-
ber found to have let personal or I{egarding his alleged bias not be tolerated in a _community 
political bias interfere with their against the group, Chase com- where rational discussion and 
role as Planning Committl.'C mentcd, '~I sort of disagree with i debate arc the prescribed ll'lcans 
me111ber." Thc)ettcr was accom- ! howtheygoaboutpromotingthc of addr~ssing probkms and ]s-
panied by a pcti"tion which ulti- pro-choicemovemcnt.lthinkthey sues."· -. 
matcly received 106 signatures. alienate a lot of people." Each of the ~usp~ndcd students 
When asked about this petition, At one point, Chase referred to automatically has t'"'c right to 
Chase pointed out that several thclctterswrittcnbythcCoalition appeal his or her suspension to 
people haq approached him and leadership after the St. Patri~k,s the appeals boar~. This ~oard, 
told him thatthcy had been under protest that openly affirmed their which is maqc_ up oft he Dpan o.f . 
the impression that they were righttoprotcstasabovctherights theCollcgc,twofacultymembers, 
simplysigningapctitionsupport- of others to practice frccd.om of and two student~, will cons_idcr 
ing the pro-choice movement. speech or fret.'<iom of religion." A each student's case individutil!y. 
"They had no idea that they were : group that was using such tactics lt. has four options when consid-
signing something that made was not doing anything to ethi- ering each student's appeal: first, 
·accusations ag3inst.__ a specific cally and morally promot~ the ex- . itcan~cccptthcr:ulingof.the Dc~.tl. 
individual," he stressed. aminationofthisissueonthiscam- of Students as itjtanc{s; second,_ it 
DiNatale and Miller cmpha- pus.Ibroughtthatupatthebudgct can affirm the Dean's ruling. but 
sized that the letter .and pctiti<m meeting and was voted down. mitigate the severity of the pun-
only called for an investigation. "Yes, I have a bias. But tliat's ishment; third, it can remand the 
"We view the Planning Commit- why there's a committee," he case to the Dean of Students for a 
tee like a jury," Miller .said. "Its continued. "The biases balance n.'hearin·g; and finally, _it can re-
members aren't supposed to be each other out. One is a m~m~~r versethcdecisionoftheDeanand 
biased. If they arc, they should oftheCoalitionforChoice-she's 
not vote." obviously biased. 
ThcncxtdevclopmL'ntunfoldcd "Not one member of the Coati-
the following day, when, after tionforChoicehJ.scomcuptoask 
sccingtheCoalition~s letter, Chase me about my politics or the work-
approached DiNatille and said to ings of the budget committl ... >c. I 
her, ,Ifind"thcCoalition for Choke don't think they really understand 
personally and politically disgust- the process. There are four· other 
ing. I fit W<.'fcuptomc, you would people on that boJrd." 
have gotten no money· at all." Rcgardin~ the Coalition's po~­
DiNatalc <.1skcd Chase if he siblcimpe<!rhmcntath.•mpt,Chasc 
thought it was his role as i.1 Plan- rl!markL'd, "I think it's kind of 
I 
ningCommltteemcmbl'rto make making me a scapegoat." 
I 
such a judgment, to which he The Coalition1 S lcadt'rs, how-
replied, ''Yes." - ever, m<1int~in that Chase i~ in the ; 
I Chase'sdL'Clarationappc.ucd at wrong. "He w.1sabusing the trust i 
dismiss the case. 
If any of the suspensions arc 
upheld, those suspended must 
leave the college for the remaiJ!-
der of the semc..c;tcr and for all of 
next semester. They would the~ 
be able to apply for rmdmission 
in january 1991. 
At press time, three of the six-
tct'n students had made specific 
allL'gations of sexual harassmC'nt 
agJinst three of the four f..1culty 
mcmbers.Accordi~gto Win, these 
.Jllt•gations mJy prove to be miti-
gating factors in the ca~s of these 
indiviJua.l ~tudents. 0 
th~ bL•ginnirig of J m.1iling issued phHx'tl in him by tht:' PL'op!e of the , .---------------
some time later by the Coalition Forum to act ethically. He \Vas. 'f 
which exhorted community supposed to allocate by the dub's ! 
members to attend the budget size and cff~'CtiVL'ncs5.lt's like the 
hearing and give the Coalition Helms _thing," DiNatale, ~aid, rc-
their .''suppo,rt, vote, and input."" I ferring to th_ccuntrt?VCrsy that was 
No one has the 
right to 
sexually·harass· Chase sai<;l _thJt .his alienation. sparkL'Ci when~natm'JcsscHclms 
was confirmed by the appearance · . ·dt..>c!arcd that thq_~ationa.l En do ~v-
of th_c Coalition's!ctt(•r. and peti- ) ment ·fodhe, Arts \1\•ould notJund l yOti.~ · . : 
tio!). "Upon seeing t~G l~tter, py; .·~nypn~gram·~ t,,hat vver,s ~u~id by · · · - · I 
level at which I saw them as dis-· .. Its board to. be .obs\=r..'nt':· You · ! • • · ' ·.• ·: 
gusting m~ltip'Iied t(~n times. The . should~'t. d~f~~d bcca·~_s·q of the You can conb~ct.the Dean of lc~tct· confirmed· cxa~tly what. I : co*cnt .of adiv\tics;-you shpuJd. Studetlts or th~ C(lun.selling ! 
. was·conccrn~..:ct ab~)Ut.''. lt!Was\hcn d~fund i'fpcopl~·arertr~~aing tho.sd. Services h~r~: -~~ campus: .,. ..·, l 
~nd. only then, heaadcd,:that hb' ) 'acti':itt9s.'' · ' . · j.; .:. ; l '-' · · 
. I :. 
I : • ~· ·, 
~ ' . ; ·~ ' . ~ .. li ;' . . ' . I . •· ' ·,· • I . 1', :·:.' : .... 1 i ' : , • I ~ : ! , , 
··r. 
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Be Visible 
by David Biclc 
I just got back from the North. 
Eastern Gay and Lesbian Student 
Conference in Boston, and' l)'ly 
mind is completely shattered. My 
whole way of thinking about how 
I should ~xpress my sexuality was 
severely chalJengcd and then 
changed. · And I feel I must ask 
Bard's gay an~ biscxuaf ·popula-
tion to ~o'nsidcr thjs perspective, 
because l feel it is integral in gain-
ing ac!:cptanct;? Jnd integrating us 
into society. 
• thought it was wrcing in the same 
way that I thought it was wrong 
for ~omeonc to shove their race, 
religion, or ethnic background iri 
other people's faces. My response 
when 1 saw someone proclaiming 
"I'm black, and I'm proud!" was 
always "Who care.s?" 
But at the conference, this view 
was severely challenged. It was 
pointed out to me that one of the 
main reasons that gay and biscx-
1
. ual men and women arc so often 
tr~atcd as such oddities, some-
. times to be feared, usually to be 
I scorrwd, is that heterosexuals arc just not used to us, and hence they 
· don't understand us. A main rea-
son that people turn and stare 
when they see a gay couple hold~ 
ing hands walking down the street 
or dancing togctheds that it is not 
som~thing they often sce1 and so 
are shocked. We're curiosities. Of 
.; 
OBSERVATIONS 
course,. there arc other reasons for 
people to react the way they do to 
homosexuality, not the least of 
which is America's homophobic 
society, but one of the main rca-
sons is that people are simply not 
used to knowing we're around. 
The other thing the conference 
opened my eyes to was the rcaJity 
of my own behavior. Officially, I 
consider myself "out." l am a 
member of BLACA, my parents 
know of my sexuality, and so do 
my closest friends from high 
school and at B.1rd. I thought this 
made me pretty open about it, but 
I now realize that I was wrong. I 
1 
was confining myself to telling 
who were not a threat. Otherwise 
I was complt'tcly in the closet. 
Putting these three things to-
' get her, I reaHzed that what I must 
do,and whattherestofBard~sgay 
and bisexualcommunitymustdo, 
and that is be visible. We have to 
make our presence known. We 
have to allow ourselves to dance 
with who we want to dance with 
at Robbins Parties, wear pins we 
like marked with symbols in 
which we believe on our clothing, 
and be affectionate with those 
people we want to be affectionate 
with wherever \'\'e want. to. We 
must override fears that confine 
sexual openness to "safe spaces;" 
· only those. people who \Vcrc safe 
to tell. The members of J3LAGA · 
I 
. I 
this excludes us from the rest of a 
society to which we belong just as 
rightfullyasanyothcrgroupdoes. don t care that lam gay, so where 
was the courage in coming out to 
them? My close friends arc pretty 
open minded people, and besides 
they love me, so why should I 
have feared them? The truth is 
that I was only out to those people 
lt continues the notion that weare 
odditiesandourtrcatmentassuch. 
The reason for this is 5jmple: 
not only will doing this lowt?.r the 
shock value<>fopen homosexual-
ity, but it will begin the process of 
! erasing the lines bctv\·(>Cn gay and 
l straight society raising tolerance. 
The more often a straight man or 
\voman sees a gay couple dane-
. ing, holding hands, or otherwise 
) beingafft~tion.atc, the less of shock 
it will be; hopefully, it will go 
through the process _of gradual . 
acceptance . that interracial rela-
tionship~ went through. And 
maybe l'iomeday seeing two men 
or two \Vomen da nee together will 
be thought of as just as much of a 
curiosity as ~ccing two jewish 
people dance togcth.er. 
The gay and bisexual popula-
tion ·at Bard simply must make 
itsl'lf known, not only outside of 
it, but inside. We must come to-
gether for mutual u~derstanding 
and support. Arid · by banding 
, togcthc>r and .b~ing visible now, 
l hopt'fully, in the long run, things 
will be better for us, and more 
importantly, for the gay, lesbian, 
and bisexual men and women of 
thcfuturc. , ; · ·; . 0 
. ' . ~"(' 
The Hrst thing the weekend 
changed was my opinion on the 
privacy of my sexuality. Up until 
this past weekend, I fc!t that my 
sexual orientation was nobody's 
business but my own and those . 
pt.'Oplc who needed to know and 
those I wanted to know. I always 
looked with a little bit of disd~in. 
upon· people. who went around 
wearing pink t~iangle buttbns or 
other articles of clothing which. 
mad~ their sexuality clear. ) 
Roaniing pets in danger on-Hudson arc college employ~ 
ccs, who cithE.'r own their own 
houst.'S or rent college-owned 
houses and apJrtments. All pet 
owners who live in this isolated 
but extremely dangerous :uca 
should follo·w the leash Ia w. Resi-
dents should remember that, 
when an animal comes to cain-
·- ··. ; 
cbmpariy as well as a P,og or cat, 
are. legal on campus;,<lnd arc eas-
ier to care for. Furthcrmon', they 
arc good short-term pc>ts. Mice 
live .two to three years, whe-reas 
cats and dogs Hve much longer 
and require ongoing care. 
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Bard College 
Annandale, NY 12504 
'· (9l4) 758-6822 '• . . 
by Robin Cook 
I consider this article to be 
' somewhat timely. Several weeks 
t ago, one of the dogs known to I frequent Kline Commons died . 
c1fter being hit by·a car on Annan~ 
dale Road . lt was certainly not the 
first time that the dog had been 
out after dark-he had been seen 
last October outside one of the 
houses on the roadr where a party 
was taking place and cars were 
lining up to park. 
The dog was an inconvenience 
to students and Kline Commons 
staff. His frequent appearances at 
Kline were an obvious violation 
of health regulations. Further-
more, Annandale-on-Hudson is a 
part of the town of Red Hook, and 
is subject to the town's leash law. 
The dog should not have been 
allowed to roam as often as he did 
without a leash, especially not ·on 
a road as hazardous as Annan-
dale. 
It is common to see .urirc-
strai ned animals on campus. Some 
are strays, others have owhers 
who arc ind1fferent to them or 
unable to tak~ care of them.lknow 
of one mangy dog whose owner 
was unable to get hi in to go to the 
vet; the dog was afraid of cars and 
would not enter one~ · 
A friend of mi~~ phoned' the 
AS PCA about the dog, only to be 
told thattheyhad tried to take the 
dog many times, only to be 
. stopped by students who were 
· afraid thathewouldbedestroycd. 
The dog was eventually captured 
· by the dog warden last fall, and I . . . 
1 was put to sleep. 
Usually, Security and B&Cmust 
take action if a dog is causing 
trouble on campus. They warn 
thcowner(ifknown), telling him 
or her to keep the dog on a leash. 
If the dog is s·~m a; lowed to run 
free, the warden is notified. 
Area residents arc not the only 
ones responsible. Some studt.mts 
keep cats and dogs in their dorms 
and have been known to leave 
them behind on campus over 
January intersession or summer. 
These animais are later found 
digging through trash dumpstl.•rs 
and prowling empty dorms and 
.boiler rooms. Chuck Simmons, 
dircctorofB&G, has said that some 
faculty and staff "adopt" these 
strays, feeding animals who have 
been homeless for as long as five 
years. 
The Student Handbook offers 
the following rcgulations.regard-
ing pets on campus: "No dogs or 
cats arc allowt..>d in the residence 
halls. Students may keep fish, 
small birds, and small caged ani-
mals i.e. hamster~, gerbils, etc. in 
their rooms, provided thejrroom~ 
mate agrees.1' · · · 
Many stlll;icn ts do provide care 
for their pets, but the fact that 
there is in fact such gross mal-
treatment of animals on campus 
is a cause for alarm. 
I am not asking the Bard oom~ 
munityto /Jsnitch" on their neigh-
bors. J am, however, concerned 
about neglcct(..'Ci and/or abused 
animals on campus. This problem 
cannot be ignored any longer; 
Many residents of Annandale-
. pus, ft becomes college responsi-
bility, and the college _has a right 
to ask th.t:>m not to let dogs run 
loose here.lftht•owneris too busy 
to walk his or her dog, he or she 
sholl'ld take steps to ensure that it 
can still enjoy the outdoors in 
safety, by installing a runner, 
keeping the dog's leash attached 
to a post, or, if at all possible, 
erecting a fence in the yard. 
It is inadvisabl~ fer an on-cam-
pus student to keep dogs or cats as 
pets. A_ kitten or puppy may seem. 
like the most adorable pet, but it 
won't remain "adorable'1 forever. 
Every one of the these little cuties 
grows into a dog or cat which 
requires greater space to move 
around than a dorm room can 
provide. Unl~ss you live on the 
first floor, opening a window will I 
do no good. A cat or dog cannot 
simply wait around in your room 
for hours before being let out to 
wander the haUs. 
Care of a pet can cost a lot of 
money. Food and (if applicable) 
kitty litter are not the only expen-
ditures. How docs one pay for a· 
pet to receive its . shots? To ·be 
spayed or neutered? To be treated 
for illness? · 
Forthatmatter, why even think 
of acquiring a college pet that's so 
hard to care for to begin with? 
Guinea pigs, mice, fish, birds and 
other small animals provide 
If you can't take a dorm pet 
home, don't abandon it. Find 
someone 'to care for -it' ov6r vaca-
tion; if you decide you really can't 
care for a pet, find a new owner. 
Leaving a pet ort campus and 
hoping for the best is irrespon-
sible and crud. 
Don't allow animal abuse to 
go unpunished . If you are aware 
of a pet l;>cing mistreated, report it 
immediately, to dther Security or 
theASPCA,evenifthcguiltyparty 
is yclur dormmate. .., · 
A pet is not a plaything. {t is 
not a cuddly, warm toy, but ..1 
living creature. It requires . care 
and attention. A pcfowncr must 
rcmL'mbcr this. If you love ani-
mals, don't let thcm roi:lm campus . 
unrestrained and unw,{nted. · 0 
This Con~erns 
You 
by Max Guazzoni 
No one h~d a bitch~ this \Vcek, I 
don't know if that's good or bad, 
but 1 am using this time and space . 
for something else needing atten-
tion. 
If you're within. reach of this 
paper, you arc living in a commu-
nity, at a time and ina place where 
the rate of triinsmission of sexu-
ally transmitted diseases is rcat;h-
1ng an all time high, and at last 
count, was still rising. 
continUed on page 11 
... ,• 
Concern 
continued from page 10 
This means we, as a whole, are 
enjoying the freedom of our sexu-
alitywithout facing, and living up 
to our respm1sibilities which, like 
it or not, go hand in hand . Her· 
pes, syphilis, gonor..rhro, genital 
warts, and a whole list of other 
sexually transmitted diseases are 
being contracted by people on our 
cam pus having sex together with-
out using a condom. 
Let me tell you about genital 
warts, a not too uncommon con-
dition transmitted very easily via 
stupid sex. Warts, the size ?f 
almonds, callous and painful, 
form inside the walls of the female 
vagina ~nd on the . head of the 
male penis. They're warts like any 
other wart, but bigger and wartier 
because you have more blood 
circulating'in these regions than, 
say, your big toe. · 
They may take months to t~cat, 
either with traditional surgery or 
laser optics, and then come back 
again with a vengeance. You won't 
die from warts, but the surgical 
procedures could, if you're ·a 
woman, leave you sterile for life, 
and if you're a man, leave you 
with half your penis cut off and 
thrown into some garbage bag. 
If you got even a mild case, you 
would be very miserable, for a 
long, long time. So the ne?'t time 
yousleepwithsomeoneyoudon't 
know too much about, just think 
about it for a bit: would they tell 
you? Why arc they so hot to jump 
in your pants, is it because they 
can't do it with anyone they know 
because thefve got ·something 
funky riding along wi_th them 
under the hood? · 
Now I don't wanHo· scare any~ 
one away from sex, sex is what it 
is. Love is a million times better, 
bUt sex with a stranger you'll neyer 
see again is interesting, and can b~ 
any number of things. Don't ncc-
es5arily abstain, but usc a con-
dom. It won't kill you, won't 
bankrupt you, won't hurt you in 
any way, really. · 
The HIY virus, on the other 
hand, or AIDS, as it is more com-
monly known, can. kiJl you. In 
terminal mantfustations · of the 
disease, there is, as yet, no cure. 
HIV is present in our community, 
and we are not using condoms. 
I have a nightmare, that seven 
or ten years down the road, people 
you and I know and love will die 
one of the slowest, most miserable 
deaths disease can bririg. In the 
space of a year, your body falls to 
pieces . before ... your very eyes. 
Imagine yourself at the age of 
twenty seven, unable to get out of 
bed to urinate, waiting to die; all 
because you were an idiot at Bard 
college. 
'J don't want to see this happen-
ingtoanyonelknow,oranyoncat 
all, for that matter.lt shouldn't, it . 
can becontrollcd. AIDS is a reality 
among us, it exists, and it's high-
way of direct transmission is open 
to you if you practice stupid sex. 
Don't be afraid to protect your· 
selves, . know you'll be respected 
for it by anyone with any sense 
and awareness of what's going 
on. Granted HIV is not as readily 
transmitted as other STD's, so if 
not for AIDS, do it for thesyphilis, 
the gonorrhea, the warts, and 
everything else that's out there; 
there's a whole Hst._An untold but 
la.rge number of people around 
h~rc suffer from these diseas.cs, 
you never hear about it for obvi-' 
ous reasons. 
If you gon' t believe me, take a 
walk down to t~c infirmary at 
Robbins and ask a few questions, 
I did. Or talk with anyone on the 
AIDS committee, and if you feel 
there might be the ice cube's 
chance in Hell your blood's come 
intocontactwith thediscasc, then 
for God's sake, get yourself tested 
in either Red Hook or Rhincbt."Ck, 
or Poughkeepsie forf~. The Loop 
bus to POK town is two or three 
dollars, and if you can't do that, a 
member of the AIDS committee 
wiJI take you there in confidence, 
with nothing but respect for you. 
No one should die fror:n someone 
else's ignorance, no' one. . 
Reread this slowly, twice, to 
your friends and lovers, and take 
it seriously, because this is for 
real. · 
A copy of this column is posted 
on the St. Patrick's Cathedral 
Memoriai 'Bulletin BOard in · the 
coffeeshof:;at Kline Commons for 
anyone wishing to respond, or ad 
to, also, some information on test· 
~g. · . . . 0 
Democra~c process 
was fQllowed 
Dear Editor: 
As one of the leaders of the Coali-
tion for <.boice, 1, as much as anyone, 
would like to sec thu contmversy 
conC(!fning our adions b~fore and 
during the Budg~t ratification vote 
put to rest. Unfortunat~.--Iy, the allega-
tions made by ]aS<m Van Dri<.>sche in 
his article "Democracy and courtesy a 
ncc~tty" that we sUbverted the 
Dcmo.cratic process and the charge 
that we couldn't (or wouldn't) accept 
the explanation justifying our special 
treatment by the Planning Commit-
tee cannot go unanswered. _ 
Perhaps, Mr. Van Driesche, maybe 
you should take a second look at both 
your civics lessons and your diction-
ary. To subvert means to overthrow 
or destroy (something established). 
Yes, we tried to overthrow the pro-
posed budget. NO we did not subvert 
the democratic process. Our prescn-
\ 
) 
tation,6f an amendment to the budget . 
was .ientirely d~mocratk .. somcthing 
alqiig the lines of participatory gov-
c~mcnt??? This amendment was put 
t'o a forum wide vote, giving every-
one present the opportunity to reject 
or a<x:ept it. Unfortunately, we lost. 
Butin no way did we act undcmocrati-
cally. As a matter of fact, it was the 
democratic ideal that allowed us to 
act as we did. 
Regarding your charge that we 
intimidated''thcmembcrsofthePlan-
ning Committe<! in order to force our 
views on the Forum as a whole," you ' 
are wrong. We did attempt to persuadt. 
everyone present that vur position 
was valid, but intimidate implk-s 
threats and no member of The Coali· 
tion threatened anyone during the 
meeting. 
Two other points must be ad-
dressed. Your implication that we 
intentionally waited for the room to 
empty is unfair and damaging to us. 
Unfortunately, the voting process at 
any forum meeting, cspcciaHy 
crowded ones, is less than perfect. fn 
the c.Onfusion that followed the ratifi-
cation vote, it took us time to regroup 
and determine what to do. 3ut even if 
we had called forrcvoteimmediately, 
the constitution would have required 
us to obtain signatures fr9m 15% of 
the student body. 1\ feat utterlx im-
possible immediately following the 
vote. This may bQ a problem v.ith the 
constitution, but it is not one with our 
tactics. 
FinaJly, l would like to clarify the 
situation for you. It seems you arc the 
one who suffers from the "persistent 
inability" to understand why we feel 
we were discriminated against Dis-
criminatiOn is defined as inaking dis-
tinctions in tr~at:ment. Matt Kregor, 
the head of the Planning Committee, 
explicitly described the process by 
which . our budget was determined 
and made no attempt to hide the fact 
- that ours, and only ours, was deter-
mined in the manner that it was. This 
is a clear case of discrimination and 
every attempt must be made to pre-
vent such mistakes from occurring in 
the future. 
Once again, I would like to reiter- · 
ate ·that this letter is not intended to 
prolong debate on the issue. How-
ever, Mr. Van Drieschc's statements 
were simply wrong. ln the interest of 
fairness ·and veracity, J felt it neces-
sary to set the rco:.>rd straight: 
Sincerely, 
Joshua Kaufman 
Women's 
rights· 
To the Editor: 
Jn response to Karen Kokun "92"'s 
2/2/90 letter; the issue at hand for the 
Coalition for 010icc is the protection 
of women's rights to their bodies, and 
that this privacy will continue to be 
legally prote~.·tcd under the 
Constitution of the United States of 
America. This country has not passed 
the Equal Rights Amendment' fof 
women. Therefore a woman's only 
constitutional right to privacy in any 
area that is exclusively a woman's 2's 
Roev. Wade. ToloscRoev. Wadcisto 
! ose all legal rights to private access to 
our bodies. 
The "Fetal Murder" issue is a politi-
cal smokescreen by rightist concerns 
(Randall Terry, ()per. Rescue, Right 
to life, et al.) used for mobilizing a 
political agenda from which they \-\ill 
launch sympathetic candidates which 
may also support their misogynist and 
radical right concerns. Next f.teps. to 
campaign for Nationalist Pride and 
I~acial Purity? Their game plan un· 
folds frighteningly like the National-
ist party in 30's Germany-only this 
time the uniting hate propaganda is 
"baby killing" and the outoomc a djs-
play of called "Nationalism," lethal 
for women, minorities and homosexu-
als. . 
The battle then is not over abortion, 
it is over a woman's rights being Con-
stitutimudly protected. If ERA was in 
place the rightist (ct al) would have · 
been stopped cold in their tracks. 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth RC4!d 
Brownshirt 
·politics · 
To the Editor. 
Last Wl:!ek's editor's outlook col· 
umn accuses thcCoalitionforChafoo's 
Jl!adersbipof cansorship, harassment, 
and · "brownshirt politics." While 
rumour mongering is not surprising 
o~ this campus, l was shodu .. xt to find 
such blatant bullshit rcp<!atcd undcrr 
the auspiccs of the Observer. 
Only last week I spoke with the 
Observer's Editor-in-Chicfon thesub-
jcct of signs that were altcg~_.Jty de-
stroyed. I informed her that the only 
signs the current leadership of the 
Coalition had ~vcr "destroyed" were 
these: w~ had put up meeting signs, 
done on a computer, early last scm~­
tcr. These signs were removed by 
someone the same day we put them 
up, and rcplacoo with signs that were 
done on a similar computer font and 
format, but which contained errone-
ous information and malicious com-
ments. As the signs were made to look 
like we had prod uccd them, we took 
them down and replaced them with 
our original meeting signs. · 
Ncith<!r Mr. Miller nor I, norMs_ 
Sanger, Mr. Kaufman, or Ms. Fenwick 
have ever removed signs that con-
tained opposing opinions, nor har-
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a~ individuals who promoted 
th~~o early last sc~:tcr, .a student 
picketed one of our meetings \-\.1th a 
"pm-!ifc" placard. To my knowk.Jgc, 
n'o one cnh.'ring the meeting abused 
her and she was discussed \\ith re-
spect later on. She is one of our few 
critics who have had the integrity to 
both face us directly, sign her lctte'rs, 
and take direct action for the cause 
.she believes in. 
Others have not acted with such 
integrity. A flier which was sent to me 
through campus mail but which I 
never saw posted contained a racist 
comparison of the rights of Blacks as 
"persons" and the rights of fetuses as 
"persons." I was not surprised that it 
was neither signed nor widely dis· 
tributcd. Similarly, we have been 
plagued by anonymous lit~aturc 
calling us Nazis, fasd!loiS, an!i now, 
"brownshirts." .. 
Had the Observer done some in-
vestigative work, someone might have · 
discov~rcd that there are many rea-
sons why a sign might disappear. BlEG 
regularly remove$ undated ma~l 
lo make room for more aur~t an-
nouncf.!mcnts, as well as signs which 
are placed where sign·postjng is pn> 
hibitcd {and there are many of these 
plateS). Somctim(!S the tape one. js 
using isn't strong enough, or ·somc-
oneclse n(!(.>ds the ta"k you have USC!d. 
l believe many of our signs have per-
ished this way - at least every time 
one of our signs is missing, 1 don't 
start screaming that the end to dc..'-
mocracy is approaching. 
·The Observer should investigate 
rumours and a!fcgatlonsbe£orc print-
ing them as fact, espcdally when the 
rumours arc as offenliive as these. 
Anything less is shoddy journalism. 
Nina DiNatale · · 
The Editor's Sanctum of February 
16 never mentioned the CoaHtion for 
Choice or any other specific club on 
campus in connection ·with "brown-
shirt politics." We are sorry if the 
Coalition took it personal(y._ 
-editors 
Math Department: . 
A Mathematics Lecture by Prof. Mark Halsey on 
"Graph Domination'' will be held on Tticsday, 
March 1 at 4:30PM in Hegeman, Room 106. 
Coffee and Tea will be served at 4:00PM. 
Music Department: 
Music Program Zero presents a talk by Fred Maus, 
Professor of Music C:l t Wellesley College, on , 
"Hutnanisrn and Discourse About Music," Friday, i 
March 2 at 3:00PM in Brook House. All arc 
Music Department: 
On February 23, Music Program Zero and the 
B.B.S.O present a discussion with and performance 
. by Bill Cole, writer on John Coltrane and Miles 
i Davis, Professor of Music at Dartmouth College. 
The M-usical Activities Group offers its weekly 
music workshare colloquium for presentation and 
discussion of music work in any medium or mode 
of presentation, live or on tape, every Monday af-
ternoon at 4:00 PM in Brook House. 
· At 4:00 PM in Brook House, Professor Co1e will 
present a videotape of a recent 60 MINUTES 
interview where he discussed incidents of race and Blum Art Center: 
opinion-related violence at Dartmouth involving a . Everyone is invitl'd to help create a new work of 
group of white students who physically assaulted 'art by joining in an old-fashioned social activity, 
him; he hopes to get some discussion going· with the quilting bee, at the Ed~th C. Blum Art Institute. 
students about the incidents. Later, in Music It's being held in conn~tion with the current exhi-
. I Program Zero's Performance Space Slot (10:00 PM) bitions-The Fine Art of American Folk and 
[in Brook House, Professor Cole will present a Parade of japanese Crafts. Open daily 12-5, closed 
invited to come, listen and discuss. 
Photography Show: 
. "Rethinking American Myths," is now on· view i~ 
the Proctor Art Center. It is an exhibition of 
contemporary photographic works reflecting 
artists views of the United States. The show 
includes works by c.clebrated photographers such 
as William Eggleston, David Leventhal and Judi~h 
Ross. There will be a symposium about the . 
exhibition led by the show's curator, Matthew 
Postal, and featuring several of the photographers 
on Wednesday, March 7 at 7:00 PM in Olin 102. 
All are invited to attend. 
Society Of Friends Meeting: 
Unprogrammed open meeting and meditation in 
the Quaker tradition. Everyone is welcome. 
Departure at 9:45AM, Sunday from Feitler. 
Contact Kristan Hutchison at Ext. 315 for further 
information. 
i 
I 
I 
I 1 concert of original music composed for African Tuesdays. Come on down! Refreshments arc I and Oriental instruments. The entire co~n:munity served. 
I is invited to come an9. talk with BiH Cole and hear Wint~~ Carnival Begins 
March 1 and runs until 
March4. 
-· . ·- ··--:: .:_-I 
! 
I his music. · . . · · · 
l __ ~. ' · Look for details. .. .,.·· . 
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Calendar of Events ,.- ' · . . 
'. 
Saturday 24 Sunday 25 Monday26 Tuesday 27 Wednesday 28 Thursdayl Friday 2 . 
~ 
-
9:45AM 7:00PM 5:30PM 7:00PM - 7:00PM 3:00PM 
Friends Meeting News Meeting Learning Difference ACOA Meeting N. A. Meeting Music Talk 
Leave From Fcitler Olin Support Group AspinwaJJ, Room Aspinwall, Room Brook House 
, _ 3rd Floor Lounge Admissions Office 302 302 " ' 6:00PM 
Worship Service 7:30P.M. 8:00PM ' . Bard Chapel BBLAGA Meeting Early Romantic I 
Aspinwall 3rd . 
.. -
7:00PM Music . Floor ' 
Features Meeting Concert by Cellist 
As pin wan Luis Garcia-Rcnart 
and Pianist Todd 3rd Floor Crow 
. 7:00PM 
A.A. Meeting 
. ·. · j 
Aspinwall, Room I .. - l 302 
' 
·.j 
~ 
f 
. 
1----· · ·-- --·---.. - --·- --·-- ·-
12:00NOON 
Deadline for 
Newsletter for 
3/9/90 issue 
' 
. . . 
--. 
